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Introdution
The aim of my researh ativity has been the realization, haraterization
and modeling of a new generation of detetors based on Carbon NanoTubes
(CNTs) for their appliation in Very High Energy Cosmi Ray Physis and
in Cherenkov radiation detetion for gamma-ray astronomy. My ativity has
been arried out in the framework of the following experiments: PARIDE
(Pixel Array for Radiation Imaging DEtetor), the Pierre Auger experiment
and CTA (Cherenkov Telesope Array).
The Pierre Auger Observatory is a hybrid detetor for ultra-high energy
osmi rays. It ombines a surfae array to measure seondary partiles at
ground level together with a uoresene detetor to measure the develop-
ment of air showers in the atmosphere above the array. The uoresene
detetor omprises 27 large telesopes speialized for measuring the nitrogen
uoresene aused by harged partiles of osmi ray air showers.
CTA is the next generation of very high energy gamma-ray telesope
array, whih is urrently in the development phase. An array of many tens
of telesopes will allow the detetion of gamma-ray indued asades over
a large area on the ground, inreasing the number of deteted gamma rays
dramatially, while at the same time providing a muh larger number of views
of eah asade.
For both experiments I investigated the possibility to enhane the de-
tetion quantum eieny of uoresene and Cherenkov light detetion by
means of a new photodetetor based on Carbon Nanotubes grown on doped
silion substrates, that is the PARIDE target. Among the great variety of
partile detetors for physis experiments, a great importane is attributed
to radiation detetors for their apability to detet light emitted in par-
tile interation with matter. Cherenkov light, uoresene radiation and
sintillation signals must be deteted with great auray for nature and en-
ergy partile assignment. Detetors with pixelated surfae allow position or
imaging information. Linearity and analog signal reonstrution allow infor-
mation on energy loss in matter. Good time resolution is needed for time
of ight or trigger purpose. High quantum eieny is mandatory in all
the wavelength range and eld of operation, from Ultraviolet (UV) to near
infrared (IR) wavelength region. Coating, aging and radiation robustness
play a fundamental role in the apparatus operation and management. A-
urate signal readout and front-end eletronis omplete the detetor set-up
and ontribute to the measurement performanes. The UV wavelength range
from 300 to 400 nm is the most investigated for its large eld of appliation
and its importane for high energy partile detetion.
There are dierent ways of dening the struture of arbon nanotubes.
One option is to onsider that CNTs may be obtained by rolling a graphene
sheet in a spei diretion, maintaining the irumferene of the ross-
setion. Sine the struture of the CNTs is losely related to graphene,
CNTs are frequently labeled in terms of graphene lattie vetors. In ad-
dition, the referene to graphene allows the theoretial derivation of many
CNTs properties. Moreover, CNTs an be ategorized in the following way:
Single-wall Nanotubes (SWCNT), and Multi-Wall Nanotubes (MWCNT).
Multi-wall nanotubes appear in the form of a oaxial assembly of SWCNT
similar to a oaxial able. MWCNT are easier to produe in high volume
quantities than SWCNT. However, the struture of MWCNT is less un-
derstood beause of its greater omplexity and variety. Carbon nanotubes
have been the subjet of intensive researh due to their intriguing eletroni
and strutural properties, and have demonstrated great potential for future
nano-eletroni devies, and so muh work has been done to fabriate and
understand eletroni devies made with CNTs. An area of researh that is
just moving its rst steps is that of opto-eletronis with CNTs, in partiular
optial-to-eletrial transduers based on CNTs.
The researh ativity on the new detetor started some years ago within
the INFN program GINT (Gruppo INFN per le Nanotenologie). It was
demonstrated that a MWCNTs lm generates a photourrent when irradi-
ated. Starting from these experimental observations, a new photodetetor
based on MWCNTs has been developed within the suessive INFN pro-
grams SinPhoNIA (Single Photon Nanotehnology Innovative Approah) and
PARIDE.
During my ativity I realized and improved an aquisition system for
automated measurements, and I studied dozens of MWCNT-based detetors
with dierent growth parameters with the aim to haraterize their behaviour
in funtion of MWCNTs harateristis. In this thesis I report on prototype
light detetors based on large area layers of MWCNTs deposited by Chemial
Vapour Deposition (CVD) at dierent temperatures: the rst with nanos-
trutures grown at 700
◦
C, the seond at 500
◦
C, and the third with a oating
layer. These two temperatures have been reported in order to show dier-
enes in the struture and the length of the resulting arbon nano-systems,
and onsequently the dierene in the ability to generate a photourrent in
the range from near ultraviolet to infrared.
The thesis is organized into ve hapters.
In Chapter 1 is presented an essential review on the basi properties of
semiondutors and juntions. This hapter desribes the p-n juntion har-
ateristis: the p-n juntion is the building blok of most semiondutor
devies, and its theory serves as the foundation of the physis of semiondu-
tor devies. Chapter 1 also onsiders the heterojuntion, that is a juntion
formed between two dissimilar semiondutors, this topi is related to the
heterojuntion reated between nanotubes and silion.
Chapter 2 is devoted to a study of various solid-state photodetetors.
Chapter 3 reports on the atomi and the eletroni struture of CNTs,
establishing the basi onepts, in partiular the strong oupling between
CNT eletroni properties and their geometrial struture.
In hapter 4, the rst part reports on the harateristis of the pho-
todetetors fabriated using arbon nanostrutures grown on a doped silion
substrates. The seond part treats results obtained when an eletrially on-
dutive oating layer is applied to MWCNTs lm to avoid the nanotube
detahment from the silion substrate and uniformly transmit the eletri
eld to the entire ative surfae. In the third part a modeling and simulation
study on arbon nanostrutures/silion heterojuntion is presented.
Chapter 5 reports on a set of Samples with MWCNTs growth on sub-
strates manufatured with dierent strutures in order to obtaining an eet
of harge multipliation inside the Silion substrate.
Chapter 1
Physis and properties of
Semiondutors
This hapter presents a summary and review of the basi physis and prop-
erties of solids, semiondutors and juntions. The informations presented
here represent only a small ross setion of the vast literature; only those
subjets pertinent to the work presented in this thesis are inluded.
1.1 Solids
Matter onsists of atoms. These may be isolated, as in the ase of a dilute
atomi gas, or they may interat with neighboring atoms to form moleules
and matter in the liquid or solid state. The motion of onstituents of matter
follow the laws of quantum mehanis [1℄ [2℄.
An isolated hydrogen atom has a potential energy that derives from the
Coulomb law of attration between the proton and the eletron. The solution
of the Shrödinger equation leads to an innite number of disrete energy lev-
els. The omputation of the energy levels of more omplex atoms is diult,
beause of the interations among the eletrons and the eets of eletron
spin. All atoms have disrete energy levels with energy dierenes that typ-
ially lie in the optial region (up to several eV). Organi dye moleules are
large and omplex. They may undergo eletroni, vibrational, and rotational
transitions so that they typially have many energy levels. The important
point is that both isolated atoms and isolated moleules exhibit disrete en-
ergy levels. In the ase of solids, the atoms, ions, or moleules lie in lose
proximity to eah other (in the ideal ase they join together into a periodi
arrangement omprising a rystal lattie) and annot be onsidered as simple
olletions of isolated atoms, but they must be treated as a many-body sys-
9
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tem. The strength of the fores holding the atoms together in order to form
a solid, has approximately the same magnitude as the fores that ombine
together atoms into moleules. Consequently, the energy levels of solids are
determined not only by the potentials assoiated with individual atoms, but
also by potentials assoiated with neighboring lattie atoms.
An individual atom in a olletion of idential isolated atoms has an iden-
tial set of disrete energy levels. As these atoms are brought into proximity
to form a solid, exhange interations (that follow the requirements of quan-
tum mehanis), along with the presene of elds of varying strengths from
neighboring atoms, beome inreasingly important. The initially sharp en-
ergy levels assoiated with the valene eletrons of isolated atoms gradually
broaden into olletions of numerous densely spaed energy levels that form
energy bands. This proess is illustrated in gure 1.1, where eletron energy
levels are illustrated shematially for two isolated atoms (a), for a moleule
ontaining two suh atoms (b), and for a rudimentary one-dimensional lattie
omprising ve suh atoms (). The lowest-lying energy level remains sharp
Figure 1.1: Shemati energy levels: (a) two isolated atoms; (b) a diatomi
moleule; () ve atoms forming 1D rystal.
beause the eletrons in the inner subshells are shielded from the inuene of
nearby atoms while the sharp energy levels assoiated with the outer atomi
beome bands as the atoms enter into lose proximity.
Solids an be lassied on the basis of the geometrial symmetries of their
rystal strutures. Thus within eah of the seven rystal systems one an nd
solids exhibiting the full range of eletrial, mehanial, and optial proper-
ties. There is another lassiation sheme, whih is not based on symmetry,
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but emphasizes physial properties. The sheme is based on the ongura-
tion of the valene eletrons. The most important distintion determined by
the valene eletrons the one between metals and insulators. The dierene
between metals and insulators depends on whether there are (metals) or are
not (insulators) any partially lled energy bands. In perfet rystals at zero
temperature, provided that the independent eletron approximation is valid,
this is a ompletely rigorous riterion, leading to two unambiguous ategories.
Eletrons in a ompletely lled band an arry no urrent. Within the in-
dependent eletron model this result is the basis for the distintion between
insulators and metals: in the ground state of an insulator all bands are either
ompletely lled or ompletely empty; in the ground state of a metal at least
one band is partially lled. We an haraterize insulators by the energy
gap, Eg, between the top of the highest lled band(s) and the bottom of the
lowest empty band(s).
Figure 1.2 illustrates a simple sheme with three generi solids with dier-
ent eletrial properties: metal, semiondutor, insulator. The lower energy
Figure 1.2: Shemati illustration of disrete energy levels enlargement of an
isolated atom into energy bands when atoms in lose proximity form a solid.
Fully oupied bands are green, unoupied bands are gray, partially oupied
bands are both green and gray,the forbidden bands are white.
levels in the solids (denoted 1s, 2s, and 2p levels in this example) are simi-
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lar to those of the isolated atom. They are not broadened beause they are
lled by ore atomi eletrons that are well shielded from the external elds
produed by neighboring atoms. In ontrast, the energies of the higher-lying
disrete atomi levels split into losely spaed disrete levels and form bands.
The highest partially oupied band is alled the ondution band; the va-
lene band lies below it. They are separated by the energy bandgap. The
lowest-energy bands are lled rst.
Eletrons in a ompletely lled band annot transport urrent. In the
framework of the independent eletron model this result is the origin for the
dierene between insulators and metals: in the ground state of an insulator
all bands are either ompletely lled or ompletely empty; in the ground
state of a metal at least one band is partially lled. We an haraterize in-
sulators by the energy gap between the top of the highest lled band(s) and
the bottom of the lowest empty band(s). A solid with an energy gap will be
nononduting at T = 0. However, when the temperature is not zero there is
a probability that some eletrons will be thermally exited aross the energy
gap into the lowest unoupied bands, alled the ondution bands, leav-
ing behind unoupied levels in the highest oupied bands, alled valene
bands. The thermally exited eletrons are able of onduting, and hole-type
ondution an our in the valene band. Whether suh thermal exitation
leads to appreiable ondutivity depends ritially on the size of the energy
gap: with an energy gap of 4eV at room temperature essentially eletrons are
not exited aross the gap; with an Eg of 0.25eV, measurable ondution will
our. Solids that are insulators at T = 0, but whose energy gaps are of suh
a size that thermal exitation an lead to observable ondutivity at temper-
atures below the melting point, are known as semiondutors. The dierene
between a semiondutor and an insulator is not a sharp one. In most im-
portant semiondutors the energy gap is less than 2eV and frequently as low
as a few tenths of an eletron volt. Typial room temperature resistivities of
semiondutors are between 10−3 and 109 Ωm (in ontrast to metals, where
ρ is about 10−6 Ωm, and good insulators, where rho an be as large as 1022
Ωm).
Sine the number of eletrons exited thermally into the ondution band
(and therefore the number of holes they leave behind in the valene band)
varies exponentially with l/T, the eletrial ondutivity of a semiondutor
should be a very rapidly inreasing funtion of temperature. This is in strik-
ing ontrast to the ase of metals. The ondutivity of a metal delines with
inreasing temperature, for the density of arriers n is independent of tem-
perature, and all temperature dependene omes from the relaxation time
τ whih generally dereases with inreasing temperature beause of the in-
rease in eletron-phonon sattering. The relaxation time in a semiondutor
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will also derease with inreasing temperature, but this eet (typially de-
sribed by a power law) is quite overwhelmed by the very muh more rapid
inrease in the density of arriers with inreasing temperature.
Thus the most striking feature of semiondutors is that, unlike metals,
their eletrial resistane delines with rising temperature; i.e., they have a
negative oeient of resistane. It was this property that rst brought them
to the attention of physiists in the early nineteenth entury. By the end of
the nineteenth entury a onsiderable body of semionduting knowledge
had been amassed; it was observed that the thermopowers of semiondutors
were anomalously large ompared with those of metals (by a fator of 100
or so), that semiondutors exhibited the phenomenon of photoondutivity,
and that retifying eets ould be obtained at the juntion of two unlike
semiondutors. Early in the twentieth entury, measurements of the Hall
eet were made onrming the fat that the temperature dependene of the
ondutivity was dominated by that of the number of arriers, and indiat-
ing that in many substanes the sign of the dominant arrier was positive
rather than negative. Phenomena suh as these were a soure of onsiderable
mystery until the full development of band theory many years later. Within
the band theory they nd simple explanations.
1.2 Semiondutors
Materials an be ategorised into ondutors, semiondutors or insulators
by their ability to ondut eletriity.
In normal onditions, insulators do not ondut eletriity beause their
valene eletrons are not free to wander throughout the material. In fat they
are free to move around, however, in an insulator there are as many eletrons
as there are energy levels for them to oupy. If an eletron swaps plae with
another eletron no hange is made sine eletrons are indistinguishable.
There are higher energy levels, but to promote the eletrons to these energy
levels requires more energy than is usually pratial.
Metals ondut eletriity easily beause the energy levels between the
ondution and valene band overlap, or there are more energy levels avail-
able than there are eletrons to ll them so very little energy is required to
nd new energies for eletrons to oupy. The resistivity of a material is a
measure of how diult it is for a urrent to ow. Semiondutors have a
resistivity between 10−4 < ρ < 108 although these are rough limits. The
band theory of materials explains qualitatively the dierene between these
types of materials. Eletrons oupy energy levels from the lowest energies
upwards. However, some energy levels are forbidden beause of the wave like
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properties of atoms in the material. The allowed energy levels tend to form
bands. The highest lled level at T = 0 K is known as the valene band.
Eletrons in the valene band do not partiipate in the ondution proess.
The rst unlled level above the valene band is known as the ondution
band. In metals, there is no forbidden gap; the ondution band and the
valene band overlap, allowing free eletrons to partiipate in the ondution
proess. Insulators have an energy gap that is far greater than the ther-
mal energy of the eletron, while semiondutor materials the energy gap is
typially around 1eV .
Elemental semiondutors
Elemental semiondutors are semiondutors where eah atom is of the same
type suh as Ge and Si. These atoms are bound together by ovalent bonds,
so that eah atom shares an eletron with its nearest neighbour, forming
strong bonds. Compound semiondutors are made of two or more elements.
Common examples are GaAs or InP. These ompound semiondutors be-
long to the III-V semiondutors so alled beause rst and seond elements
an be found in group III and group V of the periodi table respetively.
In ompound semiondutors, the dierene in eletro-negativity leads to
a ombination of ovalent and ioni bonding. Ternary semiondutors are
formed by the addition of a small quantity of a third element to the mixture,
for example AlxGa1−xAs. The subsript x refers to the alloy ontent of the
material, what proportion of the material is added and what proportion is
replaed by the alloy material. The addition of alloys to semiondutors an
be extended to inlude quaternary materials suh as GaxIn(1−x)AsyP(1−y) or
GaInNAs and even quinternary materials suh as GaInNAsSb. One again,
the subsripts denote the proportion elements that onstitute the mixture
of elements. Alloying semiondutors in this way allows the energy gap and
lattie spaing of the rystal to be hosen to suit the appliation.
Intrinsi semiondutors
Intrinsi semiondutors are essentially pure semiondutor materials. The
semiondutor material struture should ontain no impurity atoms. Ele-
mental and ompound semiondutors an be intrinsi semiondutors. At
room temperature, the thermal energy of the atoms may allow a small num-
ber of the eletrons to partiipate in the ondution proess, unlike metals,
where the resistane of the material dereases with temperature, in semi-
ondutors, as the temperature inreases, the thermal energy of the valene
eletrons inreases, allowing more of them to breah the energy gap into the
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ondution band. When an eletron gains enough energy to esape the ele-
trostati attration of its parent atom, it leaves behind a vaany whih may
be lled be another eletron. The vaany produed an be thought of as a
seond arrier of positive harge. It is known as a hole. As eletrons ow
through the semiondutor, holes ow in the opposite diretion. If there are
n free eletrons in an intrinsi semiondutor, then there must also be n holes.
Holes and eletrons reated in this way are known as intrinsi harge arriers.
The arrier onentration, or harge density, denes the number of harge
arriers per unit volume. This relationship an be expressed as n = p where
n is the number of eletrons and p the number of holes per unit volume. The
variation in the energy gap between dierent semiondutor materials means
that the intrinsi arrier onentration at a given temperature also varies.
Extrinsi semiondutors
An extrinsi semiondutor an be formed from an intrinsi semiondutor
by adding impurity atoms to the rystal in a proess known as doping. To
take the most simple example, onsider Silion. Sine Silion belongs to
group IV of the periodi table, it has four valene eletrons. In the rystal
form, eah atom shares an eletron with a neighbouring atom. In this state
it is an intrinsi semiondutor. B, Al, In, Ga all have three eletrons in the
valene band. When a small proportion of these atoms, (less than 1 in 106),
is inorporated into the rystal the dopant atom has an insuient number of
bonds to share bonds with the surrounding Silion atoms. One of the Silion
atoms has a vaany for an eletron. It reates a hole that ontributes to
the ondution proess at all temperatures. Dopants that reate holes in
this manner are known as aeptors. This type of extrinsi semiondutor is
known as p-type as it reates positive harge arriers. Elements that belong
to group V of the periodi table suh as As, P, Sb have an extra eletron in
the valene band. When added as a dopant to intrinsi Silion, the dopant
atom ontributes an additional eletron to the rystal. Dopants that add
eletrons to the rystal are known as donors and the semiondutor material
is said to be n-type.
Doping of ompound semiondutors
Doping of ompound semiondutors is slightly more ompliated. The eet
of the dopant atom depends on the site oupied by the atom in the lattie. In
III-V semiondutors, atoms from group II at as a aeptors when oupying
the site of a group III atom, while atoms in group VI at as donors when they
replae atoms from group V. Dopant atoms from group IV have the property
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that they an at as aeptors or donors depending on whether they oupy
the site of group III or group V atoms respetively. Suh impurities are
known as amphoteri impurities.
Semimetals
Aording to eletroni band theory, there are other elements in the solid
lassiation: semimetals. Semimetals should not be onfused with semi-
ondutors. A pure semimetal at T = 0 is a ondutor: there are partially
lled eletron and hole bands. A semiondutor, however, onduts only be-
ause arriers are either thermally exited or introdued by impurities. A
pure semiondutor at T = 0 is an insulator. Metals have a partially lled
ondution band. A semimetal is a material with a very small overlap be-
tween the bottom of the ondution band and the top of the valene band.
A semimetal thus has no band gap and a negligible density of states at the
Fermi level. A metal, by ontrast, has an appreiable density of states at the
Fermi level beause the ondution band is partially lled.
1.3 Juntions
Juntions are of great importane both in modern eletronis appliations
and in the detetors manufaturing proesses, in our ase we will fous on
light detetors. The basi p-n juntion theory is the foundation of the physis
of semiondutor devies. The basi p-n juntions theory was arried out by
Shokley [3℄ [4℄, and then extended by Sah, Noye, and Shokley [5℄, and by
Moll [6℄.
A p-n juntion is a two-terminal devie and an perform various termi-
nal funtions depending on the doping prole, devie geometry, and biasing
ondition. Juntions between dierently doped regions of a semiondutor
material are alled homojuntions. An important example is the p-n jun-
tion, whih is disussed in this subsetion. The hapter loses with a disus-
sion on the heterojuntions, whih are juntions formed between dissimilar
semiondutors (e.g., n-type GaAs on p-type AlGaAs).
1.3.1 The P-N juntion
A p-n juntion is a homojuntion between a p-type and an n-type semion-
dutor. A p-n juntion onsists of a p-type and an n-type setion of the same
semionduting materials in metallurgial ontat with eah other. The p-
type region has an abundane of holes (majority arriers) and few mobile
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eletrons (minority arriers); the n-type region has an abundane of mobile
eletrons and few holes (gure 1.3). Both harge arriers are in ontinuous
Figure 1.3: Energy levels and arrier onentrations of a p-type and an n-type
isolated semiondutor.
random thermal motion in all diretions. When the two regions are brought
into ontat (gure 1.4), the following sequene of events takes plae. First,
eletrons and holes diuse from areas of high onentration toward areas
of low onentration. Thus eletrons diuse away from the n-region into
the p-region, leaving behind positively harged ionized donor atoms. In the
p-region the eletrons reombine with the abundant holes. Similarly, holes
diuse away from the p-region, leaving behind negatively harged ionized
aeptor atoms. In the n-region the holes reombine with the abundant mo-
bile eletrons. This diusion proess annot ontinue indenitely, however,
beause it auses a disruption of the harge balane in the two regions.
Seond, As a result, a narrow region on both sides of the juntion beomes
almost totally depleted of mobile harge arriers. This region is alled the
depletion layer. It ontains only the xed harges (positive ions on the n-side
and negative ions on the p-side). The thikness of the depletion layer in eah
region is inversely proportional to the onentration of dopants in the region.
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Figure 1.4: A p-n juntion in thermal equilibrium at T > 0K. The depletion-
layer, energy-band diagram, and onentrations (on a logarithmi sale) of
mobile eletrons n(x) and holes p(x) are shown as funtions of position x.
The built-in potential dierene V0 orresponds to an energy eV0, where e is
the magnitude of the eletron harge.
Third, the xed harges reate an eletri eld in the depletion layer
whih points from the n-side toward the p-side of the juntion. This built-in
eld obstruts the diusion of further mobile arriers through the juntion
region.
Fourth, an equilibrium ondition is established that results in a net built-
in potential dierene V0 between the two sides of the depletion layer, with
the n-side exhibiting a higher potential than the p-side.
Fifth, the built-in potential provides a lower potential energy for an ele-
tron on the n-side relative to the p-side. As a result, the energy bands bend
as shown in in thermal equilibrium there is only a single Fermi funtion for
the entire struture so that the Fermi levels in the p- and n-regions must
align.
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Sixth, no net urrent ows aross the juntion. The diusion and drift
urrents anel for the eletrons and holes independently. An externally
applied potential will alter the potential dierene between the p- and n-
regions. If the juntion is forward biased by applying a positive voltage V to
the p-region (gure 1.5), its potential is inreased with respet to the n-region,
so that an eletri eld is produed in a diretion opposite to that of the built-
in eld. The presene of the external bias voltage auses a departure from
Figure 1.5: Energy-band diagram and arrier onentrations in a forward-
biased p-n juntion. ∆n and ∆p are the exess eletrons and the exess
holes, respetively.
equilibrium and a misalignment of the Fermi levels in the p- and n-regions,
as well as in the depletion layer. The presene of two Fermi levels in the
depletion layer, Efc and Efv represents a state of quasi-equilibrium. The net
eet of the forward bias is a redution in the height of the potential-energy
hill by an amount eV. The majority arrier urrent turns out to inrease
by an exponential fator exp(eV/kT ) so that the net urrent beomes i =
isexp(eV/kT )− is, where is is a onstant. The exess majority arrier holes
and eletrons that enter the n- and p-regions, respetively, beome minority
arriers and reombine with the loal majority arriers. Their onentration
therefore dereases with distane from the juntion as shown in gure 1.5,
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this proess is known as minority arrier injetion. If the juntion is reverse
biased by applying a negative voltage V to the p-region, the height of the
potential-energy hill is inreased by eV. This impedes the ow of majority
arriers. The orresponding urrent is multiplied by the exponential fator
exp(eV/kT ), where V is negative; i.e., it is redued. The net result for the
urrent is i = isexp(eV/kT )− is′ so that a small urrent of magnitude ≈ is
ows in the reverse diretion when |V | ≫ kT/e.
A p-n juntion therefore ats as a diode with a urrent-voltage (I-V)
harateristi
i = is
[
e(
eV
kT ) − 1
]
(1.1)
as illustrated in gure 1.6. The response of a p-n juntion to a dynami
Figure 1.6: (a) Voltage and urrent in a p-n juntion. (b) Ciruit representa-
tion of the p-n juntion diode. () Current-voltage harateristi of the ideal
p-n juntion diode.
(a) applied voltage is determined by solving the set of dierential equations
governing the proesses of eletron and hole diusion, drift (under the inu-
ene of the built-in and external eletri elds), and reombination. These
eets are important for determining the speed at whih the diode an be
operated. They may be onveniently modeled by two apaitanes, a jun-
tion apaitane and a diusion apaitane, in parallel with an ideal diode.
The juntion apaitane aounts for the time neessary to hange the xed
positive and negative harges stored in the depletion layer when the ap-
plied voltage hanges. The thikness l of the depletion layer turns out to be
proportional to (V0 − V )1/2; it therefore inreases under reverse-bias ondi-
tions (negative V ) and dereases under forward-bias onditions (positive V ).
The juntion apaitane C = ǫA/l (where A is the area of the juntion)
is therefore inversely proportional to (V0 − V )1/2. The juntion apaitane
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of a reverse-biased diode is smaller (and the RC response time is therefore
shorter) than that of a forward-biased diode.
Minority arrier injetion in a forward-biased diode is desribed by the
diusion apaitane, whih depends on the minority arrier lifetime and the
operating urrent.
1.3.2 The p-i-n juntion
A p-i-n diode is made by inserting a layer of intrinsi (or lightly doped)
semiondutor material between a p-type region and an n-type region (gure
1.7). Beause the depletion layer extends into eah side of a juntion by
a distane inversely proportional to the doping onentration, the depletion
layer of the p-i juntion penetrates deeply into the i-region. Similarly, the
depletion layer of the i-n juntion extends well into the i-region. As a result,
the p-i-n diode an behave like a p-n juntion with a depletion layer that
enompasses the entire intrinsi region. The eletron energy, density of xed
harges, and the eletri eld in a p-i-n diode in thermal equilibrium are
illustrated in gure 1.7.
One advantage of using a diode with a large depletion layer is its small
juntion apaitane and its onsequent fast response. For this reason, p-i-
n diodes are favored over p-n diodes for use as semiondutor photodiodes.
The large depletion layer also permits an inreased fration of the inident
light to be aptured, thereby inreasing the photodetetion eieny (this
eet will be treated in setion 2.4.1).
1.4 Heterojuntions
A heterojuntion is a juntion formed between two dissimilar semiondutors,
or in other word, juntions between materials of dierent bandgap.
A rst study of this struture was proposed by Shokley [17℄.
Heterojuntions are used in novel bipolar and eld-eet transistors, and
in optial soures and detetors. They an provide substantial improvement
in the performane of eletronis and optoeletronis devies. Their devel-
opment has been made possible by modern material growth tehniques. An
example of heterojuntion is that reated between Silion and arbon nan-
otubes, details will be disussed in hapter 4.
When semiondutors of dierent band gaps, work funtions, and eletron
anities are brought together to form a juntion, we expet disontinuities
in the energy bands as the Fermi levels line up at equilibrium. The behaviour
of a semiondutor juntion depends ruially on the alignment of the energy
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Figure 1.7: Eletron energy, xed-harge density, and eletri eld magnitude
for a diode in thermal equilibrium.
bands at the interfae. Various models exist to predit the band alignment.
The simplest (and least aurate) model is Anderson's rule [16℄, or eletron
anity rule, whih predits the band alignment based on the properties of
vauum-semiondutor interfaes (in partiular the vauum eletron anity).
The main limitation is its neglet of hemial bonding. The disontinuities
in the ondution band ∆EC and the valene band ∆EV aommodate the
dierene in band gap between the two semiondutors ∆Eg. In an ideal
ase, ∆EC would be the dierene in eletron anities q(χ2 − χ1), and Ev
would be found from Eg − EC .
To draw the band diagram for a heterojuntion aurately, we must not
only use the proper values for the band disontinuities but also aount for the
band bending in the juntion. To do this, we must solve Poisson's equation
aross the heterojuntion, taking into aount the details of doping and spae
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harge, whih generally requires a omputer solution. We an, however,
sketh an approximate diagram without a detailed alulation. Given the
Figure 1.8: Anderson's rule is used for the onstrution of energy band dia-
grams of the heterojuntion between two semiondutor materials. The rule
states that when onstruting an energy band diagram, the vauum levels of
the two semiondutors on either side of the heterojuntion should be aligned..
experimental band osets (gure 1.8) ∆EV and ∆EC , we an proeed as
follows:
1. Align the Fermi level with the two semiondutor bands separated.
Leave spae for the transition region.
2. The metallurgial juntion (x = 0) is loated near the more heavily
doped side. At x = 0 put ∆EV and ∆EC , separated by the appropriate
band gaps.
3. Connet the ondution band and valene band regions, keeping the
band gap onstant in eah material.
Steps 2 and 3 of this proedure are where the exat band bending is important
and must be obtained by solving Poisson's equation. In step 2 we must use
the band oset values ∆EV and ∆EC for the spei pair of semiondutors
in the heterojuntion.
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1.4.1 Isotype heterojuntion
When two semiondutors have the same type of ondutivity, the juntion is
alled an isotype heterojuntion. Anderson [18℄ proposed (based on the pre-
vious work of Shokley) the rst energy-band model of an idealized anisotype
abrupt heterojuntion.
Figures 1.9 shows the energy-band diagrams of a heterojuntion formed
between two semiondutors of opposite types, obtained following the An-
derson's rule. In this ase, the narrow-bandgap material is n-type. The two
semiondutors are assumed to have dierent bandgaps Eg, dierent permit-
tivities ǫs, dierent work funtions φm, and dierent eletron anities χ. The
dierene in energy of the ondution-band edges in the two semiondutors
is represented by ∆EC , and that in the valene-band edges by ∆EV . When
Figure 1.9: Shemati energy-band diagrams for two semiondutors of op-
posite types and dierent Eg (of whih the smaller bandgap is n-type, on the
left ) and their idealized anisotype heterojuntion at thermal equilibrium. On
the right, the smaller bandgap is p-type, the dashed lines aross the juntions
represent graded omposition.
a juntion is formed between these semiondutors, the energy-band prole
at equilibrium is as shown in gure 1.9 for an n-p anisotype heterojuntion
where, in this example, the narrow-bandgap material is n-type.
In the proposed model, the difusion urrents are similar to a regular p-n
juntion but with the appropriate parameters in plae. The eletron and
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hole diusion urrents are:
Jn =
qDn2n
2
i2
Ln2NA2
[
e(
qV
kT ) − 1
]
(1.2)
Jp =
qDp1n
2
i1
Lp1ND1
[
e(
qV
kT ) − 1
]
(1.3)
Note that the band osets ∆EC and ∆EV are not present, and also that eah
diusion urrent omponent depends on the properties of the reeiving side
only, as in the ase of a homojuntion. The total urrent is given by
J = Jn + Jp =
(
qDn2n
2
i2
Ln2NA2
+
qDp1n
2
i1
Lp1ND1
) [
e(
qV
kT ) − 1
]
(1.4)
1.4.2 Anisotype heterojuntion
When two semiondutors have dierent type of ondutivity, the juntion
is alled an anisotype heterojuntion. The following energy band diagrams
are obtained applying Anderson's rule.
Left side of gure 1.10 shows the idealized equilibrium energy-band di-
agram for n-n heterojuntions, and right side of the same gure shows the
diagram for p-p heterojuntions.
In a n-n heterojuntion, sine the work funtion of the wide-bandgap
semiondutor is smaller, the energy bands will be bent oppositely to those
for the n-p ase.
Figure 1.10: Energy-band diagrams for ideal (left side) n-n and (right side)
p-p isotype heterojuntions.
The model yields the urrent-voltage relationship
J = J0
[
e(
qV
kT ) − 1
]
(1.5)
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The reverse urrent J0 never saturates but inreases linearly with voltage at
large −V , and is given by
J0 =
qψbiA
∗T
k
(
1− V
ψbi
)
e
(
−qψb1
kT
)
e
(
−qφb
kT
)
(1.6)
1.4.3 Devie appliations
Heterojuntions have found use in a variety of speialized appliations.
Solar ells with heterojuntion ontats are able to ahieve partiularly
high eletrial voltages. This takes advantage of the fat that materials
with larger band gaps have lower minority harge arrier onentrations and
therefore reombination at the metal/semiondutor interfae of these areas
is minimized. Consequently, in ontrast to what is usual in standard homo-
juntion solar ells, ontating an therefore be ombined with passivation.
For rystalline silion wafers this ombination of ontating and passiva-
tion as an absorber material is very eiently aomplished with layers of
amorphous silion, whih has a signiantly larger band gap than rystalline
silion. At present, the maximum eieny of this solar ell is in the range
of 22-23%.
Heterostruture photodiodes, formed from two semiondutors of dier-
ent bandgaps, an exhibit advantages over p-n juntions fabriated from
a single material. A heterountion omprising a large band gap material
(Es > hν), for example, an make use of its transpareny to minimize op-
tial absorption outside the depletion region. The large band gap material
is then alled a window layer. The use of dierent materials an also pro-
vide devies with a great deal of exibility. Several material systems are of
partiular interest:
• AlxGa1−x/GaAs is useful in the wavelength range 0.7 to 0.87 µm.
• In0.53Ga0.47/InP operates at 1.65 µm in the near infrared (Eg = 0.75eV).
Typial values for the responsivity and quantum eieny of detetors
fabriated from these materials are 0.7 A/W and 0.75, respetively.
The gap wavelength an be ompositionally tuned over the range of
interest for ber-opti ommuniation, 1.3-1.6 µm.
• HgxCd1−xTe/CdTe is a material that is highly useful in the middle-
infrared region of the spetrum. This is beause HgTe and CdTe have
nearly the same lattie parameter and an therefore be lattie mathed
at nearly all ompositions. This material provides a ompositionally
tunable band gap that operates in the wavelength range between 3 and
17 µm.
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• Quaternary materials, suh as In1−xGaxAs1−yPy/InP and
Ga1−xAlxAsySb1−y/GaSb, whih are useful over the range 0.92 to 1.7
µm, are of partiular interest beause the fourth element provides an
additional degree of freedom that allows lattie mathing to be ahieved
for dierent ompositionally determined values of Eg.
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Chapter 2
Solid state photodetetors
Today the tehnology that allows detetion of light is a fundamental tool
that provides deeper understanding of more sophistiated phenomena. Light
measurement oers exlusive opportunities, due to the fat that light an be
used to measure diretly or indiretly a wide variety of physial phenomena.
In partiular, suh advaned elds as tehnologial and sienti measure-
ments, medial diagnosis and treatment, et., require photosensitive devies
that exhibit extreme performanes. Measurements using light an be divided
in two types: ative and passive methods. In the ase of ative methods, an
objet is illuminated with a light soure and then the light is deteted as
reeted, transmitted or sattered light, et. On the other hand, in the pas-
sive methods, the deteted light is emitted from the physial proess under
investigation.
Photonis is the siene whih studies and ontrols the ow of photons,
as eletronis is the siene whih study and ontroll the ow of harge ar-
riers (eletrons and holes). These two sienes join together in semiondu-
tor optoeletronis: photons an generate and ontrol harge arriers, and
arriers an generate and ontrol the ow of photons. Semiondutor op-
toeletroni devies serve as photon soures (light-emitting diodes (LED),
and laser diodes), ampliers, detetors, waveguides, modulators, sensors,
and nonlinear optial elements. The ompatibility of semiondutor opto-
eletroni devies and eletroni devies has enouraged the development
of both elds. Semiondutor photodetetors and semiondutors photon
soures are inverse devies. Detetors onvert an inident photon ux into
an eletri urrent; soures do the opposite.
The development of novel radiation detetors is important for future ex-
periments and it opens the eld to new investigations. The availability of
a heap, wide area, highly pixelated radiation detetors represents a goal of
primary importane for researhers. The ultra-violet wavelength range is the
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most investigated for its large eld of appliation and its importane for par-
tile detetion. For spae physis and for astropartile physis envisaged for
the next deade it will be indispensable to develop UV sensitive detetors,
high pixelated and with high quantum eieny, as desribed in the Cosmi
Vision 2015-2025 plan for the ESA siene programme that ites: The pro-
posed mission will be based on large openings and large eld-of-view optis
with high throughput, as well as on large area, highly pixelled, fast and high
detetion eieny near-UV amera.
Although the pratial short wavelength limit for silion is approximately
250 nm, silion photodetetors an be used at wavelengths as short as 190
nm (gure 2.1). UV radiation, however, readily damages silion detetors.
Figure 2.1: Wavelength range overed by solid-state photodetetors.
Degradation in responsivity ours after only a few hours of ultraviolet ex-
posure and makes the devies unusable for preision measurements.
This hapter is devoted to a study of various solid-state photodetetors
[20℄ [19℄. We begin with a disussion of the external and internal photoef-
fet and we set their fundamental properties, inluding quantum eieny,
responsivity, response time, and noise.
Then we fous our attention on four types of semiondutors photode-
tetors: photoondutors, photodiodes, avalane photodiodes, and Silion
Photomultipliers (SiPMs), respetively.
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2.1 Photodetetors
Photoni devies are those in whih the light partile (the photon) plays a
key role. They an detet, geneate and onvert optial energy to eletrial
energy, or vie versa. Photoni devies an be divided into three groups:
1. Devies as light soures that onvert eletrial energy into optial radi-
ation: the LED and the diode LASER (Light Ampliation by Stimu-
lated Emission of Radiation).
2. Devies that onvert optial radiation into eletrial enegy: the photo-
voltai devie or solar ell.
3. Devies that detet optial signals: photodetetors.
The third group is onsidered in this hapter. In general, the operation of a
photodetetor inludes three proesses:
• arrier generation by inident light;
• arrier transport and/or multipliation by urrent-gain mehanism if
present;
• extration of arriers to provide the output signal.
Photodetetors or photosensors an be generally lassied by their oper-
ating priniple into three lasses:
• external photoeletri eet,
• internal photoeletri eet,
• thermal types.
In the external photoeletri eet eletrons are emitted from atoms when
they absorb energy from light. Infat, if the energy of a photon illuminating
a material in vauum is suiently large, the exited eletron an esape over
the potential barrier af the surfae of the material and be liberated into the
vauum as a free eletron. This proes is illustrated in gure 2.2 for a metal.
An inident photon of energy hν releases a free eletron from whithin the
partially lled ondution band. Energy onservation requires that eletrons
emitted from below the Fermi level, where they are pletiful, have a maximum
kineti energy given by Einstein's photoemission equation:
Emax = hν −W (2.1)
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Figure 2.2: Photoeletri emission from a metal. W is the photoeletri work
funtion.
where W is the photoeletri work funtion, whih is the energy dierene
between the vauum level and the Fermi level of the metal. Only if the ele-
tron is initially lies at the Fermi level an it reeive the maximum kineti
energy speied in 2.1; the removal of a deeper-lying eletron requires addi-
tional energy to transport it to the Fermi level, thereby reduing the kineti
energy of the liberated eletron. The lowest work funtion for a metal (Cs)
is about 2eV , so that optial detetors based on the external photoeletri
eet from pure metals are useful in the visible and ultraviolet regions of the
spetrum.
In the ase of photoeletri emission from an intrinsi semiondutor, the
formula is similar to 2.1:
Emax = hν −W = hν − (Eg − χ) (2.2)
where Eg is the bandgap energy and χ is the eletron anity of the mate-
rial (the energy dierene between the vauum level and the bottom of the
ondution band). Photoeletri emission from an intrinsi semiondutor is
shematially shown in gure 2.3. The energy Eg + χ an be small as 1.4eV
for ertain materials (e.g. multialkali ompound NaKCsSb, whih forms the
basis for the so-olled S-20-type photoatode), so that semiondutor photoe-
missive detetors an operate in the near infrared, as well as in the visible and
ultraviolet regions of the spetrum. In their simplest form, photodetetoros
based on photoeletri emission are the vauum photodiodes or phototubes.
On the other side, photomultiplier tubes (PMT) have gain mehanism and
are superior in response speed and sensitivity (low-light-level detetion).
Most modern photodetetors are based on the internal photoeletri ef-
fet, in whih the photoexited arriers remain within the material. For
example, the absorbtion of a photon by an intrinsi semiondutor results in
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Figure 2.3: Photoeletri emission from an intrinsi semiondutor. Eg is the
bandgap energy, χ the eletron anity and W the photoeletri work funtion.
the generation of a free eletron exited from the valene band to the on-
dution band (gure 2.4) Detetors based on this eets are further divided
Figure 2.4: Eletro-hole photogeneration in a semiondutor.
into photovoltai and photoondutive types. In the photovoltai eets the
inident light auses a voltage to appear at the output of the devie; in the
photoondutive ase the inident light hanges the internal resistane of the
material.
Thermal type photosensors are further divided in eletromotive fores
types that onvert heat into eletromotive fores; ondutive types that on-
vert heat into ondutivity; surfae harge types that onvert heat into a
surfae harge. An example of these devies are the pyroeletri detetors.
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These kind of photosensors have a sensitivity not dependent on the wave-
length, but there are drawbaks in response speed and detetion apability.
2.2 Properties of solid-state photodetetors
Certain general features are assoiated with all semiondutor photodete-
tors. Before onsidering the details of spei devies of our interest, we
look over the quantum eieny, responsivity, response time, and noise of
photoeletri devies from a general point of view.
2.2.1 Quantum eieny
The quantum eieny η is dened as the probability that a single photon
inident on the devie will generate a photoarrier pair that ontributes to
the detetor urrent. When many photons are inident, η beomes the ux of
generated eletron-hole pairs that ontribute to the detetor urrent divided
by the ux of inident photons. This quantity ranging from 0 to 1, and
sometimes is expressed in perent (%).
Not all inident photons produe eletron-hole pairs beause not all of
them are absorbed. As illustrated in gure 2.5, some of the photons are
reeted at the surfae of the detetor while others fail to be absorbed be-
ause the material does not have suient thikness. Furthermore, some
Figure 2.5: Eet of surfae reetion and inomplete absorbtion on the de-
tetor quantum eieny.
eletron-hole pairs produed near the surfae of the detetor quikly reom-
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bine beause of the abundane of reombination enters at the surfaes, and
are therefore not avaible to otribute to the photodetetor urrent.
The quantum einy an be therefore written as
η = (1−R) ξ
[
1− e(−αd)
]
(2.3)
where
• R is the optial power reetane at the surfae,
• ξ the fration of eletron-hole pairs that suessfully ontribute to the
detetor urrent,
• α the absorbtion oeient of the material,
• d the photodetetor depth.
This denition of quantum eieny [2.3℄ is the produt of three fators:
• (1 − R) represents the eet of reetion at the surfae of the devie
(some denition of quantum eieny η exlude this quantity, whih
must then be onsidered separately).
• ξ is the fration of eletron-hole pairs that suessfully avoid reombina-
tion at the material surfae and ontribute to the useful photourrent.
•
[
1− e(−αd)
]
represents the fration of the photon ux absorbed in the
bulk of the material. A large value of d is desiderable, in order to
maximize this fator.
Of ourse, additional loss ours if the light is not properly foussed onto the
ative area of the detetor.
The quantum eieny is wavelength dependent, prinipally beause the
absorbtion oeient α is a funtion of wavelength. The harateristis of
the semiondutor thus determine the spetral window whitin whih η is
suiently greater than zero. For large values of the inident light wavelength
λ, the quantum eieny is small beause absorbtion annot our when
λ ≥ λg = hc/Eg (2.4)
where λg is the ut-o wavelength of the material. In this way the photon
energy is smaller then the bandgap energy and so the material is transparent.
The ut-o wavelength λg is thus the long-wavelength limit of the semion-
dutor. For example, for Silion we have Eg = 1.12 eV, λg = 1.11 µm, and
for Germanium Eg = 0.66 eV, λg = 1.88 µm. For suiently small values of
λ, the quantum eieny also derease beause most photons are absorbed
near the surfae of the devie. Infat, for α = 104 m−1, most of the photons
are absorbed within a distane 1/α = 1µm
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2.2.2 Responsivity
The responsivity of a photodetetor is related to the urrent ip owing in the
devie iruit to the optial power P inident on it. If every photon generates
a photoarrier pair in the devie, a photon ux Φ (photons per seond) would
produe an eletron ux Φ (eletrons per seond) in the photodetetor iruit,
orresponding to a short-iruit eletri urrent ip = eΦ. Thus, an optial
power P = hνΦ (watts) at a given frequeny ν would give rie to an eletri
urrent ip = eP/hν.
Sine the fration of photons produing deteted eletrons is η rather than
unity, the eletri urrent is
ip = ηeΦ =
ηeP
hν
≡ ℜP (2.5)
The proportionality fator between the eletri urrent and the optial power,
ℜ = ip/P , has units A/W and is alled the photodetetor responsivity:
ℜ = ηe
hν
= η
λ
1.24
(A/W ) (2.6)
From this equation is evident that the responsivity is linearly proportional
to both the quantum eieny and the wavelength, this is shown in 2.6.
An appreiation for the order of magnitude of the responsivity is gained
by setting η = 1 and λ = 1.24 µm in [2.6℄, and then ℜ = 1 A/W = 1
nA/nW. The proportionality of ℜ vs λ arises beaause the responsivity is
Figure 2.6: Responsivity ℜ (A/W) vs wavelength λ, with the quantum e-
ieny η as parameter. For η = 1, ℜ = 1 A/W at λ = 1.24 µm.
dened on the basis of optial power, whereas most photodetetors generate
urrents proportional to the inident photon ux Φ. For a given photon ux
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Φ = P/hµ = Pλ/hc (orresponding to a given photodetetor urrent ip),
the produt Pλ is xed so that an inrease in λ requires a derease in P ,
thereby leading to an inrease in the responsivity. For this reason thermal
detetors (like piezoeletri sensors) are responsive to optial power rather
then to photon ux, ausing ℜ to be indipendent of λ.
The region over whih ℜ inrease with λ is limited, however, inasmuh the
wavelength dependene of quantum eieny omes into play at both long
and short wavelengts. The responsivity an also be degraded if the detetor
is illuminated with a huge optial power. This ondition, known as detetor
saturation, limits the linear dynami range of the devie, whih is the range
over whih it responds linearly to the inident optial power.
The gain
The presented fomulas are predited on the assumption that eah photoar-
rier produes a harge e in the devie iruit. However, many photodetetors
produe a harge q in the iruit that diers from e. Suh devies are said to
exibit gain. The gain G is dened as the average number of iruit eletrons
generated per photoarrier pair
G ≡ Q
e
(2.7)
It an be either grater or less than unity. In fat, in the presene of gain, the
formulas [2.5℄ and [2.6℄ must be modied. Substituting q = Ge in [2.5℄ we
obtain
ip = ηqΦ = ηGeΦ =
ηePG
hν
(2.8)
and substituting q = Ge in [2.6℄ we obtain
ℜ = ηeG
hν
= ηG
λ
1.24
(A/W ) (2.9)
The gain of the photodetetor must be distinguished from the eieny,
whih is the probability that an inident photon produes a detetable pho-
toarrier pair.
2.2.3 Response time
If we apply a onstant eletri eld E to a semiondutor (or metal), free
harge arriers are aelerated. During their motion, the arriers enonter
frequent ollision with lattie ions moving about their equilibrium positions
via thermal motion, and also with ristal lattie imperfetion assoiated with
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impurity ions. These ollisions ause the arriers to suer random deelera-
tions; the result is a motion at an average speed rather than at a onstant
aeleration.
The mean arriers speed is given by v = aτcol, where a = eE/m is the
aeleration due to the presene of the onstant eletri eld, and τcol is the
mean time between ollisions, whih serves as a relaxation time. The results
is that the arriers drift in the diretion of the eletri eld with a mean drift
speed v = eτcolE/m, whih an written as
v = µE (2.10)
where µ = eτcol/m is the arrier mobility.
The motion of the arriers in the devie generates a urrent in its exter-
nal iruit. To establish the magnitude of the urrent i(t), we onsider an
eletron-hole pair generated (for example, by absorbtion of a photon) at an
arbitrary position x diretion in a semiondutor of length W , where a volt-
age V is applied, as shown in gure 2.7. Now, we onsider only the motion
in the x diretion, and use an energy argument. If a arrier of harge Q (an
eletron of harge Q = −e or a hole of harge Q = +e) moves a distane dx
in the time dt, under an eletri eld of magnitude E = V/W , the work is
given by
−QEdx = −Q V
W
dx (2.11)
This expression must be equal to the energy provided by the external iruit,
i(t)V dt. Thus, we obtain
i(t)V dt = −Q V
W
dx (2.12)
from whih
i(t) = − Q
W
dx
dt
= − Q
W
v(t) (2.13)
A arrier moving with a drift speed v(t) im the x diretion generates a urrent
in the external iruit given by Ramo's theorem
i(t) = − Q
W
v(t) (2.14)
Assuming that the eletron moves with speed ve to the right, and hole
moves with speed vh to the left, from equation [2.14℄ we obtain that the
eletron urrent is
ie = e
ve
W
(2.15)
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Figure 2.7: An eletron-hole pair is generated at the position x. The eletron
drifts to the right with speed ve, and the hole drifts to the left position with
speed vh the proess terminates when the arriers reah the eletrodes. The
total harge indued in the external iruit per arrier pair is e.
and hole urrent is
ih = e
vh
W
(2.16)
Eah arrier ontributes to the urrent as long as it is moving. If the
arriers ontinue their motion until they reah the edges of the semiondutor,
the eletron moves for a time (W − x)/ve and the hole for a time x/vh.
Generally, in semiondutors ve > vh, so that the full width of the response
is x/vh. In this way, we dene the transit-time spread the nite duration
of the urrent. It is an importat limiting fator for speed of operation of all
semiondutor photodetetors.
At rst glane one may think that the harge observed in the external
iruit should be 2e, beause a photon generates an eletron-hole pair. But
if we alulate the total harge q indued in the external iruit as the sum
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of the areas under ie and ih we have
q = e
vh
W
x
vh
+ e
ve
W
W − x
ve
= e
(
x
W
+
W − x
W
)
= e (2.17)
If we have an uniform harge density ̺, the total harge in the semion-
dutor is ̺AW , where A is the ross-setion area.
From equation [2.14℄ we obtain
i(t) = −̺AW
W
v(t) = −̺Av(t) (2.18)
and now the urrent density in the x diretion is
J(t) =
i(t)
A
= −̺v(t) (2.19)
The well-known vetor form of this equation is
J = ̺v (2.20)
For harge arried by a homogeneous ondutive material, J = ̺v an be
written as
i =
̺A
W
EW =
̺A
W
V = GV =
V
R
(2.21)
where G and R are the ondutane and the resistane of the material, re-
spetively. This is the well now Ohm's law.
The resistane R and the apaitane C of the photodetetor give rise to
another response time alled RC time onstant
τRC = RC (2.22)
The impulse response funtion in the presene of the transit-time and the
RC time-onstant spread is determined by onvolving the urrent i(t) with
exponential funtion (1/RC)exp(−t/RC).
It is worthy of note that photodetetors of dierent types may exhibit
other spei limitations on their speeds response, whih we onsider on a
ase-by-ase basis. As a nal point, we mention that photodetetors of a
given material and struture often exhibit a xed gain-bandwidth produt.
Inreasing the gain results in a derease of the bandwidth, and vie versa.
This trade-o between sensitivity and frequeny response is assoiated with
the time required for the gain proess to take plae
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2.2.4 Noise
Apart from a large signal, low noise is also important as it will ultimately de-
termine the minimum detetable signal strength. That is why we often speak
of signal-to-noise ratio. There are many fators that ontribute to noise. The
dark urrent is the leakage urrent when the photodetetor is under bias but
not exposed to the light soure. One limitation on the devie operation is
temperature so the thermal energy should be smaller than the photon energy
(kT < hν). Another soure of noise is from bakground radiation, suh as
blak-body radiation from the detetor housing at room temperature if not
ooled. Internal devie noise inludes thermal noise (Johnson noise), whih
is related to the random thermal agitation of arriers in any resistive devie.
The shot noise is due to the disrete single events of the photoeletri eet,
and the statistial utuations assoiated with them. This is espeially im-
portant for low light intensity. The third is due to iker noise, otherwise
known as 1/f noise. This is due to random eets assoiated with surfae
traps and generally has l/f harateristis that are more pronouned at low
frequenies. The generation-reombination noise omes from the utuations
of these generation and reombination events. Generation noise an originate
from both optial and thermal proesses. Sine all the noises are independent
events, they an be added together as the total noise. A related gure-of-
merit is the noise-equivalent power (NEP) that orresponds to the inident
rms optial power required to produe a signal-to-noise ratio of one in a 1-
Hz bandwidth. At rst order, this is the minimum detetable light power.
Finally, the detetivity D
∗
is dened as
D∗ =
√
AB
NEP
cmHz1/2/W (2.23)
where A is the area and B is the bandwidth. This is also the signal-to-noise
ratio when one watt of light power is inident on a detetor of area 1 m
2
, and
the noise is measured over a l-Hz bandwidth. The parameter is normalized
to the area sine the devie noise is generally proportional to the square
root of area. The detetivity depends on the detetors sensitivity, spetral
response, and noise. It is a funtion of wavelength, modulation frequeny,
and bandwidth, and is reommended to be expressed as D
∗
(λ, f , B).
2.3 Photoondutors
The simplest solid-state photodetetor is the photoondutor (or photoresis-
tor), it is a resistor whose resistane dereases with inreasing inident light
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intensity. It onsists of a slab of semiondutor, in bulk or thin-lm form,
with ohmi ontats axed to the opposite ends (gure 2.8). When inident
i(t)V dt = −Q(V/W )dx (2.24)
Figure 2.8: Shemati diagram of a photoondutor and its operation iruit.
An ohmi ontat is set at eah end of the devie. In darkness, the photoon-
dutor resistane is high, when a voltage is applied the ammeter shows only
a small dark urrent, when light is inident on the photoondutor, a urrent
ows.
light falls on the surfae of the photoondutor, arriers are generated either
by band-to-band transitions (intrinsi) or by transitions involving forbidden
gap energy levels (extrinsi), resulting in an inrease in ondutivity. The
proesses of intrinsi and extrinsi photoexitations of arriers are shown in
gure 2.9. The wavelength uto is given by equation (2.4). For shorter
wavelength, the inident radiation is absorbed by the semiondutor and
eletron-hole pairs are generated.
Assuming a onstant photon ux impinging homogeneously on the sur-
fae of a photoresistor with area A = WL, the number of photons at the
surfae level is Pop/hν per unit time (where Pop is the inident optial power,
and hν is the photon energy). At the equilibrium, the arriers generation
rate Ge must be equal to the reombination rate. If the thikness D of the
photoondutor is muh larger than the penetration depth of light 1/α, so
that the total light power is absorbed, the total steady state generation and
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Figure 2.9: Proesses of intrinsi photoexitation from band to band, and
extrinsi photoexitation between impurity level.
reombination rates of arriers per unit volume are
Ge =
n
τ
=
η(Popt/hν)
WLD
(2.25)
where
• τ is the arrier lifetime,
• η is the quantum eieny (number of arriers generated per photon),
• n is the exess arrier density.
The arrier lifetime is given by
n(t) = n(0)e
−t
τ
(2.26)
If the photoondutor is made of an intrinsi semiondutor, the photourrent
owing between the eletrodes is given by
Ip = σEWD = (µn + µp)nqEWD (2.27)
Where E is the eletri eld inside the photoondutor, and n = p. Substi-
tuting n of equation 2.25 into equation 2.27, we have
Ip = q
(
η
Popt
hν
)
(µn + µp)τE
L
(2.28)
Now, if we dene the primary photourrent in the follow way
Iph ≡ q
(
η
Popt
hν
)
(2.29)
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From equation (2.28) we have the photourrent gain Ga
Ga =
Ip
Iph
=
(µn + µp)τE
L
= τ
(
1
trn
+
1
trp
)
(2.30)
where
• trn = is the eletron transit time aross the eletrodes,
• trp = is the hole transit time aross the eletrodes.
The gain is a ritial parameter in photoondutors and from equation [2.30℄
we an see that it depends upon the ratio of arrier lifetimes to the transit
time. The gain of a photoondutor ranges from 1 to 106. For high gain
(∼ 106), the lifetime should be long ∼ 10−3; for low gain (∼ 1), the lifetime
should be ∼ 10−8. So there is a trade-o between gain and speed.
Now, if we onsider an optial signal intensity modulated with the fol-
lowing law
Pω = Popt
[
1 +mejωt
]
(2.31)
where
• Popt is the average optial-signal power,
• m is the modulation index,
• ω is the modulation frequeny.
The average urrent Ip arising from the light is given by equation [2.28℄. For
the modulated optial signal, the rms optial power is mPopt/
√
2 and the rms
signal urrent is given by [14℄
ip ≃
(
qηmPoptGa√
2hν
)
1√
1 + ω2τ 2
(2.32)
At low frequenies this equation beomes equation (2.28). On the other hand,
at high frequenies the response is proportional to 1/f .
Referring to the gure 2.10 ( where an equivalent iruit for a photoon-
dutor is shown) the ondutane G onsists of the ontributions from the
dark urrent, the average signal urrent, and the bakground urrent. The
resulting thermal noise (generated by the thermal agitation of the harge
arriers) is given by 〈
i2G
〉
= 4kTGBw (2.33)
where Bw is the bandwidth.
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Figure 2.10: Photoondutor equivalent iruit.
The shot noise [15℄ (whih originates from the disrete nature of eletri
harge) is given by 〈
i2GR
〉
=
4qIpBwGa
1 + ω2τ 2
(2.34)
where Ip is the steady-state light-indued output urrent.
Now, the signal-to-noise ratio is obtained from equations (2.32), (2.33)
and (2.34):
∣∣∣∣ SN
∣∣∣∣
power
=
i2p
〈i2G〉+ 〈i2GR〉
=
ηm2(Popt/hν)
8Bw
[
1 +
kT
qGa
(1 + ω2τ 2)
G
Ip
]−1
(2.35)
The noise-equivalent power (NEP) (i.e., mPopt
√
2) an be obtained from
equation (2.35) by setting S/N = 1 and B = 1. For infrared detetors the
most used gure of merit is the detetivity D∗ whih has been dened by
D∗ =
√
ABw
NEP
(2.36)
where A is the area and Bw is the bandwidth.
2.4 Photodiodes
Silion photodiodes are semiondutor devies responsive to harged parti-
les and photons. Photodiodes operate by absorption of photons or harged
partiles [13℄ and generate a ow of urrent in an external iruit, propor-
tional to the inident power. Photodiodes an be used to detet the presene
or absene of minute quantities of light and an be alibrated for extremely
aurate measurements from intensities below 1 pW/m
2
to intensities above
100 mW/m
2
. Silion photodiodes are utilized in suh diverse appliations as
spetrosopy, photography, analytial instrumentation, optial position sen-
sors, beam alignment, surfae haraterization, laser range nders, optial
om- muniations, and medial imaging instruments.
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A photodiode is a p-n juntion similar to a standard diode, exept that
it must be exposed or pakaged with a window to allow light to reah the
sensitive part of the devie. They are photosensors whose reverse urrent
inreases when it absorbs photons.
As mentioned above, this photodetetor is designed to operate in reverse
bias, and in this ondition a depleted region with a high eletri eld is
generated. When a photon of a given energy strikes the diode and reahes
the depletion region (gure 2.11), there is a probability (depending on the
wavelength) to reate an eletron-hole pair. Whenever a photon is absorbed,
an eletron-hole pair is generated, but only where an eletri eld is present
an the harge arriers be separated and transported in a partiular diretion.
If the pair is rated inside the depleted semiondutor region, the high eletri
eld separates the photogenerated eletron-hole pair, thus holes move toward
the anode, and eletrons toward the athode, and a voltage is produed. Sine
Figure 2.11: Operation of photodiode. (a) Cross-setional view of p-n diode.
(b) Energy-band diagram under reverse bias and arriers generation.
a p-n juntion has a strong eletri eld only in the deplation layer, this is
the region in whih it is desiderable to generate photoarriers.
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There are three possible loations where eletron-hole pairs an be re-
ated:
1. Pairs generated inside the deplation region quikly drift in opposite
diretions under the inuene of the strong eletri eld. Sine the
eletri eld always points from n region to the p region, eletrons
move to the n side and holes to the p side.
2. Pairs generated outside the deplation region, but in its viinity, have
a probability to entering the depletion region by random diusion. An
eletron oming from the p side is quikly transported aross the jun-
tion and therefore ontributes a harge e to the external iruit. A hole
oming from the n side has a similar eet.
3. Pairs generated away from the deplation region annot be transported
beause of the absene of the eletri eld. They wander randomly
until they are annihilated by reombination. They do not ontribute
to the signal in the external iruit.
Although these devies are generally faster than photoondutors, they
do not exibit gain. The photodiode an be lassied as p-n, p-i-n, hetero-
juntion, and metal-semiondutor (Shottky barrier) photodiode.
Current vs voltage harateristis
As a ommon diode (equation 1.1), a photodiode has a voltamperometri
harateristi given by
i = is
[
e
eV
kT − 1
]
− ip (2.37)
as illustrated in gure 2.12. This is the I-V harateristi of a p-n juntion
with an added photourrent −ip proportional to the photon ux. The volt-
amperometri harateristi of a Si photodiode in dark state, is similar to
the urve of a onventional retier diode as shown in gure 2.12. When the
photodiode is exposed to the light, the urve at 1 shifts to 2, and inreasing
the inident light level this harateristi urve shifts to position 3 in parallel.
A photodiode an operate in three modes:
1. open iruit (photovoltai),
2. short-iruit,
3. reverse biased (photoondutive).
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Figure 2.12: Generi photodiode I-V harateristis. Photovoltai operation,
Short-iruit operation and Reverse-biased operation.
In the open-iruit mode (I = 0), the light generates eletron-hole pairs
in the depletion region. The additional eletrons freed on the n side of the
layer reombine with holes on the p side, and vie versa. The net result is
an inrease in the eletri eld, whih produes a photovoltage Voc aross
the devie that inreases (Voc′) with inreasing the photon ux, and Voc′
will be generated with the positive polarity at the anode. Voc hanges log-
arithmially with linear hanges in the light level. This operation mode is
strong temperature dependent, making it unsuitable for measurements of
light levels. This mode of operation is used, for example, in solar ells. The
responsivity of a photovoltai photodiode is measured in V/W rather than
in A/W.
In the short-iruit (V = 0) mode the urrent is simply the photourrent
Isc, whih hanges linearly respet the light level.
Finally, a photodiode may be operated in its reverse-biased (V < 0) or
"photoondutive" mode,
Spetral response
Quantum eieny η is the number of eletron-hole pairs that an be ex-
trated as photourrent per inident photons, and the responsivity ℜ is the
assoiated physial quantity, whih is the ratio of the photourrent to the
optial power, and from equation 2.6 we an express the quantum eieny
with the following relation
η =
1.24ℜ
λ
(µm) (2.38)
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Therefore, for a given quantum eieny, the responsivity inreases linearly
with wavelength. For an ideal photodiode (η = 1), ℜ = λ/1.24 (A/W) where
λ is expressed in mirons. We have seen that the optial absorption oeient
α is a strong funtion of the wavelength, and so for a given semiondutor
the wavelength range in whih appreiable photourrent an be generated is
limited. Sine most photodiodes use band-to-band photoexitation (exept
for photoexitation over the barrier in metal-semiondutor photodiodes),
the long-wavelength ut-o λc, is established by the energy gap of the semi-
ondutor, for example about 1.100 µ m for Si and 1.700 µm for Ge. λc an
be expressed by equation
λc =
1.24
Eg
(µm) (2.39)
In the ase of Si and Ge at room temperature, the uto wavelengths are
1.100 µm and 1.88 µm, respetively. For wavelengths longer than λc, the
values of α are too small to give appreiable absorption.
For short wavelengths the degree of light absorption within the surfae
diusion layer beomes very large. In other word, the short-wavelength uto
of the photoresponse omes about beause the values of α are very large
(≤ 105 m−1), and the radiation is absorbed very near the surfae where
reombination is more likely. The photoarriers thus reombine before they
are olleted in the p-n juntion. Therefore, the thinner the diusion layer is
and the loser the p−n juntion is to the surfae, the higher the sensitivity will
be. For normal Si photodiodes, the uto wavelength in the short wavelength
region is 320 nm, whereas it is 190 nm for UV-enhaned Si photodiodes. The
uto wavelength in the near UV region is also determined by the spetral
transmittane of the light input window material, if present. For borosiliate
glass and plasti resin oating, wavelengths below about 300 nm are absorbed.
If these materials are used as window, the short-wavelength sensitivity will
be lost. When deteting wavelengths shorter than 300 nm, Si photodiodes
with quartz windows are used. Measurements limited to the visible light
region use a visual-sensitive ompensation lter that allows only visible light
to pass through it.
Figure (5.34) shows spetral responses for various types of Si photodiodes
manufatured by Hamamatsu.
In the near-infrared region, silion photodiodes with antireetion oating
an reah 100% quantum eieny near 0.8 to 0.9 µm. In the 10- to 1.6µm
region, germanium photodiodes, III-V ternary photodiodes (e.g., InGaAs),
and III-V quaternary photodiodes (e.g., InGaAsP) show high quantum ef-
ienies. For longer wavelengths, photodiodes are ooled (e.g., 77 K) for
high-eieny operation.
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Figure 2.13: Spetral response versus wavelength for various Si photodiodes.
(From Hamamatsu atalog).
Response time
The response time of a photodiode is a measure of how fast the generated
arriers are extrated to an external iruit as output urrent, and it is gen-
erally expressed as the rise time or uto frequeny. The rise time is the time
required for the output signal to hange from 10% to 90% of the peak output
value. The response time is limited by a ombination of three fators:
1. drift time in the depletion region,
2. diusion of arriers,
3. time onstant of terminal apaitane and load resistane.
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The drift time in the depletion region is related to the elettron-hole
pairs generated inside the deplation region, and this is the best ondition of
operation. The transit speed (vd) at whih the arriers travel in the depletion
layer is expressed by vd = µE, where µ is the arrier traveling rate, and E
the avearge eletri eld in the depletion layer. The average eletri eld is
given by E = VR/d, where VR is the reverse voltage applied to the juntion,
and d depletion layer width. Now, the drift time in the depletion region tdd
an be approximated by the following equation
tdd =
d
vd
=
d2
µvR
(2.40)
To shorten tdd, the distane traveled by arriers should be short or the reverse
voltage higher. Sine the arrier traveling rate is inversely proportional to
the resistivity, tdd beomes slower as the resistivity is inreased.
The response time omponent due to the diusion of arriers (tdc) is
related to the arriers generated outside the depletion layer, but suiently
lose to it. This is a relatively slow proess in omparison with drift.
The apaitane of the devie C is the sum of the pakage apaitane
and the juntion apaitane (Cj). tRC is given by equation
tRC = 2.2RC (2.41)
where R is the load resistane. To shorten tRC , the design must be suh
that C and R are made smaller. C is nearly proportional to the ative area
and inversely proportional to the seond to third root of the depletion layer
width. Sine the depletion layer width is proportional to the produt of the
reverse voltage and the eletrial resistivity (ρ) of the substrate material So,
to shorten tRC , a photodiode with a small area and large ρ should be used
with an higher reverse voltage. However, this is advisable in ases where tRC
is a predominant fator aeting the response speed. Furthermore, applying
a higher reverse voltage also inreases dark urrent, so aution is neessary
for use in low-light-level detetion.
The above three fators determine the rise time of a photodiode. The rise
time tr is approximated by equation
tr =
√
t2dd + t
2
dc + t
2
RC (2.42)
As an be seen from equation (2.42), the fator that is slowest among the
three fators beomes predominant. As stated above, tRC and tdd ontain the
fators that ontradit eah other. Making one faster inevitably makes the
other slower, so it is essential to reate a well-balaned design that mathes
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Figure 2.14: Examples of response waveforms.
the appliation. Figure 2.14 shows examples of the response waveforms and
frequeny harateristi for typial Si photodiodes.
When a photodiode reeives sine wave-modulated light emitted from a
laser diode, et., the uto frequeny fc is dened as the frequeny at whih
the photodiode output drops by 3 dB relative to the 100% output level whih
is maintained while the sine wave frequeny is inreased. This is roughly
approximated from the rise time tr by equation
fc =
0.35
tr
(2.43)
Noise
Like other types of photosensors, the lower limits of light detetion for pho-
todiodes are determined by their noise harateristis. The photodiode noise
urrent In is the sum of three main terms
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1. the thermal noise urrent (or Johnson noise urrent) IJ ,
2. the shot noise urrent ISD resulting from the dark urrent,
3. the shot noise urrent ISL resulting from the photourrent.
Johnson noise is the eletroni noise generated by the thermal agitation
of the harge arriers inside an eletrial ondutor at equilibrium, whih
happens regardless of any applied voltage. Johnson noise is given by
IJ =
√
4kTBw
Rsh
(2.44)
where k is the Boltzmann's onstant, T the photodiode absolute temperature,
Bw the bandwidth.
Shot noise onsists of additional urrent utuations that our when a
voltage is applied and a marosopi urrent starts to ow. When a reverse
voltage is applied to the photodiode, there is always a dark urrent, and so,
the shot noise ISD of the dark urrent is given by
ISD =
√
2qIDBw (2.45)
where q is the eletron harge, ID the dark urrent. Bw the bandwidth.
When a photourrent IL is generated by inident light, In this ase, the shot
noise is given by the following relation
ISL =
√
2qIlBw (2.46)
At this point, the total photodiode noise urrent is given by
In =
√
I2SL + I
2
SD + I
2
J (2.47)
The amplitudes of these noise soures are eah proportional to the square
root of the noise bandwidth so that they are expressed in units of A/
√
Hz
normalized by Bw.
The lower limit of light detetion for photodiodes is usually expressed
as the intensity of inident light required to generate a urrent equal to the
noise urrent as expressed in equation (2.44) or (2.45), whih is termed the
noise equivalent power (NEP )
NEP =
In
ℜ (2.48)
where ℜ is the responsivity.
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2.4.1 The p-i-n photodiode
The p-i-n photodiode is a speial ase of the p-n juntion photodiodes, and is
one of the most-ommon photodetetors, beause the depletion-region thik-
ness (the intrinsi layer) an be tailored to optimize the quantum eieny
and frequeny response. A p-i-n diode is a p-n juntion with an intrinsi, usu-
ally lightly doped, layer sandwihed between the p and n layers (the i layer).
This intrinsi struture serves to extend the width of the region supporting
an eletri eld, in eet widening the depletion layer. It may be operated
under the variety of bias onditions disussed in the preeding setion.
In gure 1.7 the energy-band diagram, harge distribution, and eletri
eld distribution for a p-i-n diode are illustrated.
The p-i-n photodiodes oer several advantages. The inreased width of
the depletion layer (where the generated arriers an be transported by drift)
inreases the area available for apturing light. Inreasing the width of the
depletion layer redues the juntion apaitane and thereby the RC time
onstant. On the other hand, the transit time inreases with the width of
the depletion layer. Reduing the ratio between the diusion length and the
drift length of the devie results in a greater proportion of the generated
urrent being arried by the faster drift proess.
2.5 Avalanhe photodiode
An avalanhe photodiode (APD) is a solid-state devie that generates eletron-
hole pairs upon exposure to light. An APD operates by onverting eah
deteted photon into a asade of moving arrier pairs. APDs are high-
speed, high-sensitivity photodiode that internally multiplies photourrent.
The mehanism by whih arriers are generated inside an APD is the same
as in a photodiode, but the APD has a funtion to multiply the generated
arriers. Infat, the devie is a strongly reverse-biased photodiode in whih
the juntion eletri eld is large (reverse bias of 100 to 1000 V is plaed on
the PN juntion). The harge arriers therefore aelerate, aquiring enough
energy to exite new arriers by the proess of impat ionization. When the
eletrons ollide with the rystal lattie, they generate eletron-hole pairs.
This proess asades, amplifying the initial signal by a fator of 50 or more.
Now, we analyse in detail this proess. When eletron-hole pairs are
generated in the depletion layer of an APD with a reverse voltage applied to
the p−n juntion, the eletri eld reated aross the PN juntion auses the
eletrons to drift toward the n+ side and the holes to drift toward the p+ side.
The drift speed of these eletron-hole pairs or arriers depends on the eletri
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eld strength. However, when the eletri eld is inreased, the arriers are
more likely to ollide with the rystal lattie so that the drift speed of eah
arrier beomes saturated. If the reverse voltage is inreased even further,
some arriers that esaped ollision with the rystal lattie will have a great
deal of energy. When these arriers ollide with the rystal lattie, ionization
takes plae in whih eletron-hole pairs are newly generated. These eletron-
hole pairs then reate additional eletron-hole pairs in a proess just like a
hain reation. This is a phenomenon known as avalanhe multipliation.
The number of eletron-hole pairs generated during the time that a ar-
rier moves a unit distane is referred to as the ionization rate. Usually, the
ionization rate of eletrons is dened as αe and that of holes as αh. These
ionization rates are important fators in determining the multipliationmeh-
anism. In the ase of silion, the ionization rate of eletrons is larger than
that of holes, so the eletrons ontribute more to the multipliation. These
ionization rates are important fators in determining the multipliationmeh-
anism. αe and αh are alled ionization oeients, and they represent the
ionization probabilities per unit length (rates of ionization, m
−1
); the inverse
oeients, 1/αe and 1/αh represent the average distanes between onseu-
tive ionizations. The ionization oeients inrease with the depletion-layer
eletri eld (sine it provides the aeleration) and derease with inreas-
ing devie temperature. The latter ours beause inreasing temperature
auses an inrease in the frequeny of ollisions, diminishing the opportu-
nity a arrier has of gaining suient energy to ionize. The simple theory
onsidered here assumes that αe and αh are onstants that are independent
of position and arrier history. An important parameter for haraterizing
the performane of an APD is the ionization ratio, whih is dened as the
ratio of the ionization oeients
K = αh
αe
(2.49)
In the ase of silion, the ionization rate of eletrons is larger than that of
holes, so the eletrons ontribute more to the multipliation, for this reason
K ≪ 1 The avalanhing proess then proeeds prinipally from the p side to
the n side. It terminates some time later when all the eletrons arrive at the
n side of the depletion layer. If eletrons and holes both ionize appreiably
(K ≃ 1), on the other hand, those holes moving to the left reate eletrons
that move to the right, whih, in turn, generate further holes moving to
the left, in a possibly unending irulation. Although this feedbak proess
inreases the gain of the devie (i.e., the total generated harge in the iruit
per photoarrier pair q/e), it is nevertheless undesirable for several reasons:
• it is time onsuming and therefore redues the devie bandwidth,
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• it is random and therefore inreases the devie noise,
• it an be unstable, thereby ausing avalanhe breakdown.
It is therefore desirable to fabriate APDs from materials that permit only
one type of arrier (either eletrons or holes). If eletrons have the higher
ionization oeient, for example, optimal behavior is ahieved by injeting
the eletron of a photoarrier pair at the p edge of the depletion layer and
by using a material whose value of K is as low as possible. If holes are
injeted, the hole of a photoarrier pair should be injeted at the n edge of
the depletion layer and K should be as large as possible.
2.5.1 Spetral response
Spetral response harateristis of APDs are almost the same as those of
normal photodiodes if a strong reverse voltage is not applied. When a strong
reverse voltage is applied, the spetral response urve will hange. The depth
to whih light penetrates in the silion depends on the wavelength. The
depth to whih shorter-wavelength light an reah is shallow, so arriers are
generated near the surfae. In ontrast, longer-wavelength light generates
arriers at deeper positions. The avalanhe multipliation ours when the
arriers pass through the high eletri eld near the p-n juntion. In the ase
of silion, the ionization rate of eletrons is high, so it must have a struture
that injets the eletrons to the avalanhe layer.
2.6 Silion photomultiplier
About 1990, russian physiists developed a new type of photon detetor [21℄.
Their idea was to use the binary output of avalanhe photodiodes in quenhed
geiger mode and to arrange them as ells in a matrix with a ommon anode.
They invented what we know today as silion photomultiplier or SiPM for
short. Depending on the manufaturer these devies may be alled multi pixel
photon ounter (MPPC) or geiger mode avalanhe photon detetor (GAPD).
In this text, silion photomultiplier is used.
SiPMs are photon ounting devies made up of multiple small APD pixels
(eah ell has an area ranging from 20×20 to 100×100µm2, see gure 2.15)
operated in Geiger mode. Eah APD pixel of the SiPM outputs a pulse signal
when it detets one photon. The signal output from the SiPM is then the
total sum of the outputs from all APD ells.
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Figure 2.15: Left, two ommerial SiPM with an eetive ative area of
1 × 1mm2; enter, the 1 × 1mm2 ative area; right, lose-up view of APD
miropixels. (From Hamamatsu atalog).
Operating priniple
When the reverse voltage applied to an APD is set higher than the breakdown
voltage (gure 2.16), the internal eletri eld beomes so high that a huge
gain (105 to 106) an be obtained. Operating an APD under this ondition
is alled Geiger mode operation. During Geiger mode, a very large pulse
Figure 2.16: Shemati view of the reverse voltage applied to an APD.
is generated when a arrier is injeted into the avalanhe layer by means
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of inident photons. One pixel onsists of a Geiger mode APD to whih a
quenhing resistor is onneted. A SiPM is made up to of an array of these
pixels. The output sum from eah pixel forms the SiPM output, whih allows
the photon to be ounted.
Eah APD miropixel independently works in limited Geiger mode with
an applied voltage a few volts above the breakdown voltage (VBD). When a
photoeletron is produed, it indues a Geiger avalanhe. The avalanhe is
passively quenhed by a resistor integral to eah pixel. The output harge Q
from a single pixel is independent of the number of produed photoeletrons
within the pixel, and an be written as
Q = C (˙VR − VBR) (2.50)
where V is the applied voltage and C is the apaitane of the pixel. Combin-
ing the output from all the pixels, the total harge from a SiPM is quantized
to multiples of Q and proportional to the number of pixels that underwent
Geiger disharge (red). The number of red pixels is proportional to the
number of injeted photons if the number of photons is small ompared to
the total number of pixels.
For the SiPM, the operation voltage V is a few volts above the breakdown
voltage and well below 100 V.
Theoretially the gain of an avalanhe breakdown is innite. Only the
availability of harge arriers limits the harge output. A silion photomul-
tipier ell with a quenhing resistor an be seen as parallel-plate apaitor.
When the p-n juntion is disharging, the avalanhe stops when arriving at
the breakdown voltage. Therefore the harge output is given by (2.50). whih
explains that the harge output is proportional to the reverse bias voltage
over the breakdown voltage and the apaitane C of the depleted region. A
parallel plate apaitor has a apaitane whih is proportional to C ∼ A/d
The surfae area A of a ell is therefore proportional to its gain. Its high eld
region thikness d is determined by the extent of the depletion zone. The
pixel apaitane C is on the order of 10− 100fF, giving a gain of 105− 106.
These features enable us to read out the signal from the SiPM with simple
eletronis. In addition, beause the thikness of the ampliation region is
a few µm, it is insensitive to an applied magneti eld and the response is
fast.
Photon detetion eieny
In order to measure a photon, three parameters are important in a silion
photomultiplier. First, the photon has to land on the sensitive area, the
probability to do so is alled geometri eieny Pgeometry, or ll fator.
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Seond, the photon exites an eletron into the ondution band, reating an
eletron hole pair, this happens with the quantum eieny η(λ) of a single
ell. Third, the eletron-hole pair indues an avalanhe breakdown with
the geiger probability PgeigerVover(V, T )). This probability depends on the
relative overvoltage Vover whih is the voltage above the breakdown voltage
Vbreak(T ) in units of the bias voltage V
Vover(V, T ) =
V − Vbreak(T )
V
(2.51)
whih in turn is strongly dependent on the temperature T . This is why
the relative overvoltage of silion photomultipliers has to be stabilised either
thermally or with the operating voltage and a negative feedbak. The Geiger
probability saturates at about 15% relative overvoltage. It is atually the only
parameter whih an be hanged during operation. All these probabilities
are independent and an be multiplied to get the photon detetion eieny
PDE
PDE = η × Pgeometry × Pgeiger (2.52)
Inserting theoretial values for eah parameter, one an see that SiPMs po-
tentially ahieve photon detetion eienies of up to 70%. They also ahieve
a wider spetral sensitivity, whih is blue sensitive for the p-on-n type and
red sensitive for the n-on-p type. The big hallenge is how to produe silion
photomultipliers with suh a high photon detetion eieny.
Noise
A thermal dark rate in silion photomultipliers originates from the nite
temperature in experimental onditions. Any semiondutor has a ertain
fration of eletrons in the ondution band for a given temperature T . The
oupation of these levels is dependent on the band gap δEgap and obeys
Boltzmann statistis
Pconduction ∝ e−
δEgap
kT
(2.53)
From this equation it is expeted that ooling the SiPM helps reduing the
thermal dark rate. In pratie, the rate halves roughly every 8K. Thermally
indued eletron-hole pairs generate spurious signals.
Afterpulses in SiPMs are pseudo signal pulses following the true signal
output pulse. This indiates a phenomenon that produes pulses other than
signals when the generated arriers are trapped by rystal defets and then
released at a ertain time delay. The lower the temperature, the higher the
probability that arriers may be trapped by rystal defets, so afterpulses
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will inrease. Their deay probability Pdecay(t) in a time dt, depending on
the the energy level of the intermediate state ∆Etrap, is
Pdecay(t)dt = A
e−t/τ
τ
dt (2.54)
where τ is the deay onstant given by
τ = Ce−
∆Etrap
kT
(2.55)
Dierent intermediate states an be introdued by the doping proess. The
design of the quenhing resistor in advaned designs is suh as to delay
reharging until after the intermediate states have deayed. By studying the
time between pulses, these states may be identied. Unfortunately, equation
(2.55) implies that when ooling them to get low thermal dark noise (equa-
tion (2.53)), the trap deay onstant inreases. This inreases the probability
of afterpulses after reharging the silion photomultiplier.
For every eletron passing through the juntion, there is a probability
to emit a photon isotropially with an energy higher than the band gap of
∼ 2×105. Applied to a gain 106 devie this means that about 20 photons are
produed and some of them ause a neighbouring ell to re. This optial
ross-talk is a main soure of noise in SiPMs. The result is a higher exess
noise fator. Cross-talk is triggered by diret photons, by reetions from
the bottom of the wafer and by photon indued harge arriers diusing into
neighbouring ells.
2.6.1 Appliation and omparison with other detetors
Low-light photon detetors onstitute the enabling tehnology for a diverse
and rapidly growing range of appliations: Nulear medial imaging, radia-
tion detetion, uoresene analysis, spetrosopy, quality ontrol or mete-
orology all require detetors that serve to quantify and/or time stamp light
signals with anywhere from 1 to about 1000 photons per event. The ideal
detetor provides a response proportional to the inident photon ux and
inorporates an internal gain mehanism, yielding signals of suient mag-
nitude to be easily proessed. It should oer sub-nanoseond response times
and broad spetral sensitivity, be robust, easy to operate and only generate
manageable amounts of noise or dark ount rates.
Solid state devies have many pratial advantages over the PMT, and
this led to the PIN diode being used in appliations where PMTs were too
bulky or deliate, or where high voltages were not possible. However, PIN
diodes are severely limited by their omplete lak of internal gain. The
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Avalanhe Photodiode is a more reent tehnology, an extension of the simple
PIN diode. Here the reverse bias is raised to a point where impat ionization
allows for some internal multipliation, but is below the breakdown bias
where the Geiger mode would take over. In this way, a gain of around
a 100 is ahieved for a bias of 100-200V. With speial manufature, it is
possible for gains of several thousand to be reahed using an HV bias of
>1500V. Whilst the gain may be lower than that of a PMT, APDs have the
advantage of a PDE whih an be >65% and also a ompat size, ruggedness
and insensitivity to magneti elds. Their main drawbaks are their exess
noise (assoiated with the stohasti APD multipliation proess) and in an
important trade-o: the apaitane inreases with inreasing devie area
and dereasing thikness, whereas the transit times of the harge arriers
inrease with inreasing thikness, implying a performane trade-o between
noise and timing. They are limited in size to about 10mm diameter.
The SiPM has high gain and moderate PDE, very similar to the PMT,
but has the physial benets of ompatness, ruggedness and magneti insen-
sitivity in ommon with the PIN and APD. In addition, the SiPM ahieves
its high gain (10
6
) with very low bias voltages (about 30V) and the noise
is almost entirely at the single photon level. Beause of the high degree of
uniformity between the miroells the SiPM is apable of disriminating the
preise number of photoeletrons deteted as distint, disrete levels at the
output node. The ability to measure a well resolved photoeletron spetrum
is a feature of the SiPM whih is generally not possible with PMTs due to
the variability in the gain, or exess noise. Despite the fat that the SiPM is
sensitive to single photons, its dark ount rate of about 100kHz/mm
2
at room
temperature renders it unsuitable for use for appliations at very low light
levels. However, with the appliation of ooling a two order of magnitude re-
dution in the dark ount rate is readily ahievable. the main harateristis
of the photodetetors are summarized in Table 2.1.
Summarizing one an say that the SiPM has beome widely aepted as
a promising photon detetor for a wide range of appliations.
The SiPM is intrinsially very fast due to very small width of depletion
region and extremely short Geiger-type disharge (a few hundreds piose-
onds). Therefore, the subnanoseond timing of SiPM together with the other
features suh as insensitivity to magneti eld, single photoeletron detetion
with a good signal to noise ratio, good photon detetion eieny in the wide
spetral range and position-sensitive (1mm
2
) apability look very promising
for the appliation in the eld of modern imaging Cherenkov detetors and
Time of Propagation (TOP) Cherenkov detetor.
A major hallenge in the future is the inrease of photon detetion e-
ieny over a large range of wavelength (300 nm to 600 nm). Inreasing the
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PIN APD PMT SiPM
Gain 1 10
2
10
6
10
6
Operational Bias Low High High Low
Temp. Sensitivity Low High Low Medium
Mehanial Robustness High Medium Low High
Ambient light exposure? OK OK NO OK
Form fator Compat Compat Bulky Compat
Large area available? No No Yes No
Sensitive to magneti elds? No No Yes No
Noise Low Medium Low High
Rise time Medium Slow Fast Fast
Table 2.1: Photodetetors omparison.
detetion eieny at wavelengths below 400nm seems partiularly diult
due to the extreme short absorption lengths of the photons in silion.
The urrent stage of development is suient for some appliations but
still far from optimal for appliations in whih sensors with larger areas
paired with muh higher photon detetion eienies espeially in the blue
wavelength region are required. It should be mentioned that the priniple
of operation allows the onstrution of a large variety of ongurations in
terms of devie area, ell size, dead area separation, tuned spetral sensitivity,
minimal allowed dark ounts, aeptable rosstalk, operation voltage, et.
Chapter 3
Physis and properties of Carbon
Nanotubes
Nanotehnology (sometimes shortened to "nanoteh") is the manipulation
of matter on a near atomi or moleular sale to produe new strutures,
materials, and devies. Nanotehnology oers the promise of unpreedented
sienti advanement for many setors (e.g. mediine, onsumer produts,
energy, materials, manufaturing, et.). Nanotehnology has the power not
only to reate new tehnologies, but also to enhane the eieny of the
existing devies. Nano-strutures are used to study a range of interesting
eets that our when eletrons are onned to very small geometries.
Nanotehnology has emerged at the forefront of siene and tehnology
development. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are an example of this new tehnol-
ogy. Due to their unique ombination of eletroni, thermal and mehanial
properties, the interest of the sienti ommunity in potential appliations
of CNTs in omposites, eletronis, omputers, sensors, mediine and many
other areas has rapidly grown. Indeed, NASA is developing materials using
CNTs aiming for spae appliations, seeking to take advantage of their supe-
rior stiness and strength. It is strongly believed that arbon nanotube based
omposites ould oer strength/weight ratio beyond any material urrently
available.
Sine the disovery of arbon nanotubes, researhers have taken interest
in their unique struture and physial properties and this interest is still
ontinuing at present. Most reports on the literature attribute the disovery
of these nanometri-sized tubes omposed of arbon to the work of Iijima,
published in 1991 [7℄, whereas the SWCNTs onept was rst reported in
1993 in two independent papers published by Nature, one by Iijima et al. [8℄
and the other by Bethune et al. [9℄. However, a muh older paper, published
by Oberlin et al. in 1976 [10℄, presents a gure illustrating a nanotube,
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perhaps a SWCNT, but the authors did not state that it was a nanotube
struture.
3.1 Struture and geometri properties
There are dierent ways of dening the struture of arbon nanotubes. One
option is to onsider that CNTs may be obtained by rolling a graphene sheet
in a spei diretion, maintaining the irumferene of the ross-setion.
Sine the struture of the CNTs is losely related to graphene, CNTs are fre-
quently labeled in terms of graphene lattie vetors. In addition, the referene
to graphene allows the theoretial derivation of many CNTs properties. As
shown in gure 3.1, if we start from the graphite, we an see that it is formed
by a parallel staking of two-dimensional planes, alled graphene sheets. The
Figure 3.1: Shemati view of the graphite struture, showing the parallel
staking of two-dimensional planes: the graphene sheets.
sheets are held together by Van der Waals fores and are separated from eah
other by a distane of 0.335 nm. Graphene is a single sheet of arbon atoms
arranged in a regular hexagonal pattern (gure 3.2).
Graphene is an allotrope of arbon and an be seen as a monolayer of
arbon atoms sp2-bonded that are densely paked in a honeyomb rystal
lattie. The strutural exibility of graphene is reeted in its eletroni
properties. The sp
2
hybridization between one s orbital and two p orbitals
leads to a trigonal planar struture with a formation of bond between
arbon atoms that are separated by 1.42 Å. The band is responsible for the
robustness of the lattie struture in all allotropes. Due to the Pauli priniple,
these bands have a lled shell and, hene, form a deep valene band. The
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Figure 3.2: A 3d model of a perfet graphene lattie. Graphene is an atomi-
sale honeyomb lattie made of arbon atoms.
unaeted p orbital, whih is perpendiular to the planar struture, an bind
ovalently with neighboring arbon atoms, leading to the formation of a π
band. Sine eah p orbital has one extra eletron, the π band is half lled.
Now, an ideal arbon nanotube an be onsidered as a graphene sheet rolled-
up to make a seamless ylinder with a diameter as small as 0.4 nm, length of
up to a few entimeters, and half of a fullerene moleule in eah extremity,
as shown in gure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: An ideal arbon nanotube.
The graphene lattie (gure 3.4) is generated by the basis vetors (or
lattie vetors)
a1 = a
(√
3, 0
)
a2 = a
(√
3
2
,
3
2
)
(3.1)
where a = 0.142nm is the arbon-arbon bond length. Any point on the
lattie an be reahed using the ombination of the two lattie vetors
Ck = na1 +ma2 (3.2)
where n and m are integers (they represent the number of steps along the
zig-zag arbon bonds of the hexagonal lattie).
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Figure 3.4: Shemati diagram showing how a hexagonal sheet of graphite is
rolled to form a arbon nanotube. a1 and bf a2 are the lattie vetors . A
wrapping vetor ma
1
+ na
2
is shown. The shaded area of graphene will be
rolled into a tube so that the wrapping vetor enirles the waist of the CNT.
The hiral angle is measured between a1 and the wrapping vetor.
The angle θ is alled hiral angle, and it determines the degree of twist-
ing of the tube. It is dened as the angle between the vetors Ck and a1,
whih varies in the 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 30◦ range. In terms of the integers (n,m), θ
an be desribed by the set of equations below
cosθ =
2n+m
2
√
m2 + n2 + nm
(3.3)
sinθ =
√
3m
2
√
m2 + n2 + nm
(3.4)
tanθ =
√
3m
2n +m
(3.5)
In utting the retangular strip, one denes a irumferential vetor
Ck = na1 +ma2 (3.6)
from whih the CNT radius is given by
R =
C
2π
=
√
3a
2π
√
m2 + n2 + nm (3.7)
There are many possible CNT geometries, depending on how the graphene
sheet is rolled into a ylinder (gure 3.5): when the irumferential vetor
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lies purely along one of the two basis vetors, the CNT is said to be of the
zigzag type; when the irumferential vetor is along the diretion exatly
between the two basis vetors (n = m), the CNT is said to be of armhair
type. In other word, based on the geometry of the arbon bonds around
the irumferene of the tube, there are two limiting ases, orresponding to
the a hiral tubes, known as armhair with θ = 30◦ (it is alled armhair
beause the edge, after rolling, looks like an armhair as shown in gure 3.5,
this requires some imagination!) and zig-zag (θ = 0◦). In addition, when
0◦ < θ < 30◦, the nanotube is alled hiral. In terms of the hiral vetor, a
nanotube is armhair for (n,m) and zigzag for (n, 0). The parameters n,m
and θ play important roles in desribing the eletroni properties of CNTs.
Figure 3.5: Shemati model of (a) an armhair nanotube, (b) a zig-zag
nanotube, and () a hiral nanotube.
Carbon Nanotubes an be ategorized in the following way:
• Single-wall Nanotubes (SWCNT);
• Multi-wall Nanotubes (MWCNT).
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The previous desription applies to SWCNT. Multi-wall nanotubes appear
in the form of a oaxial assembly of SWCNT similar to a oaxial able (gure
3.6). The diameters of MWCNT are typially in the range of 5nm to 50nm.
The interlayer distane in MWCNT is lose to the distane between graphene
layers in graphite. MWCNT are easier to produe in high volume quantities
than SWCNT. However, the struture of MWCNT is less understood beause
of its greater omplexity and variety. Regions of strutural imperfetion may
redue its desirable material properties.
Figure 3.6: MWNTs are simply several layers of graphite whih are then
rolled into a ylinder. The layers of graphite form onentri irles if the
tube were to be viewed from either end.
3.2 Eletroni properties
In this setion we will apply the tight-binding approximation method [1℄ to
a two-dimensional sheet of graphene. From this point of view, a solid, metal
or insulator, an be seen as a olletion of weakly interating neutral atoms.
The tight-binding approximation deals with the ase in whih the overlap
of atomi wave funtions is enough to require orretions to the piture of
isolated atoms, but not so muh to render the atomi desription ompletely
irrilevant. This appoximation is useful for desribing the bandstruture that
arise from the partially lled d-shells of transition metal atoms and for de-
sribing the eletroni struture of insulator.
3.2.1 Graphene bandstruture in the tight-binding ap-
proximation
The arbon atoms on the surfae of a graphene sheet are arranged in a
hexagonal pattern (gure 3.7). It an be seen that the struture is not really
periodi. Adjaent arbon atoms do not have idential environments. But
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Figure 3.7: Arrangement of arbon atoms on the surfae of graphene, showing
the unit ell of two atoms.
if we lump two atoms together into a unit ell the lattie of unit ells is
periodi: every site has the same environment as shown in gure 3.8. We
Figure 3.8: Diret lattie showing the periodi arrangement of unit ells with
basis vetors a1 and a2.
have seen that every point on this periodi lattie formed by the unit ells
an be desribed by a set of integers (m,n) where
R = ma1 + na2 (3.8)
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with
a1 = xa + yb, a2 = xa− yb (3.9)
where
a = 3a0/2, and b =
√
3a0/2 (3.10)
The points on the reiproal lattie in the kx − ky plane are given by
K = MA1 +NA2 (3.11)
Where (M,N) are integers and A1, A2 are determined suh that
Aj · ai = 2πδij (3.12)
where δij is the Kroneker delta funtion, equal to one if i = j, and equal to
zero if i 6= j. Equation (3.12) is satised by
A1 =
2π(a2 × zˆ)
a1 · (a2 × zˆ) = xˆ
(
π
a
)
+ yˆ
(
π
b
)
(3.13)
A1 =
2π(zˆ× a1)
a2 · (zˆ× a1) = xˆ
(
π
a
)
− yˆ
(
π
b
)
(3.14)
The Brillouin zone for the permitted k-veotors is then obtained by draw-
ing the perpendiular bisetors of the lines joining the origin (0, 0) to the
neighboring points on the reiproal lattie.
The Brillouin zone tells us the range of k values while the atual disrete
values of k have to be obtained from the nite size of the diret lattie. For
a given value of k we obtained the orresponding energy eingenvalues from
equation
E{φ0} = [h(k)]{φ0} (3.15)
with
[h(k)] =
∑
m
[Hnm]e
ik·(dm−dn)
(3.16)
The summation over m runs over all neighboring unit ells (inluding itself)
with whih ell n has any overlap (that is, for whih Hnm is non-zero). The
size of the matrix [h(k)] depends on the number of basis funtions per unit
ell. If we use the four valene orbitals of arbon (2s, 2px, 2py, 2pz) as our
basis funtions then we will have 4×2 = 8 basis funtions per unit ell (sine
it ontains two arbon atoms) and hene eight eingenvalues for eah value of
k.
It is found, however, for graphene that the levels involving 2s, 2px, 2py or-
bitals are largely deoupled form those involving 2pz orbitals; in other words,
there are non matrix elements oupling these two subspaes. Moreover, the
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Figure 3.9: Reiproal lattie with basis vetros A1 and A2. Also the Brillouin
zone (shaded) is shown.
levels involving 2s, 2px, 2py orbitals are either far below or far above the
Fermi energy, so that the ondution and valene band levels right around
the Fermi energy (whih are reponsible for eletrial ondution) are essen-
tially formed out of the 2pz orbitals. This means that the ondution and
valene band states an be desribed quite well by a theory that uses only one
orbital (the 2pz orbital) per arbon atom resulting in a 2 × 2 matrix [h(k)]
that an be written down by summing over any unit ell and all its four
neighboring unit ells (the matrix element is assumed equal to −t between
neighboring arbon atoms and zero otherwise):
[h(k)] =
[
0 −t
−t 0
]
+
+
[
0 −t exp(ik · a1)
0 0
]
+
[
0 −t exp(ik · a2)
0 0
]
+
+
[
0 0
−t exp(ik · a1) 0
]
+
[
0 0
−t exp(ik · a2) 0
]
(3.17)
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Dening
h0 ≡ −t
(
1 + eik·a1 + eik·a2
)
= −t
(
1 + eikxacoskyb
)
(3.18)
we an write
h(k) =
[
0 h0
h∗0 0
]
(3.19)
so that the eigenvalues are given by
E = ±|h0| = ±t
√
1 + 4coskyb coskxa+ 4cos2kyb (3.20)
Note that we obtain two eigenvalues (one positive and one negative) for eah
value of k resulting in two branhes in the E(k) plot (gure 3.10). This is
Figure 3.10: Band struture alulated from tight binding model. The en-
ergy of valene and ondution states in graphene plotted as a funtion of
wavevetor k. The valene and ondution states meet at singular points in
k-spae. Dispersion around these points is onial.
what we expet sine we have two basis funtions per unit ell. E(k) is alled
energy dispersion relation.
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Energy levels of graphene an be found by diagonalizing the (2×2) matrix
(3.19). Sine eah unit ell has two basis funtions, the total number of
states is equal tho 2N , N being the number of unit ells. Eah arbon atom
ontributes one eletron to the π-band, giving a total of 2N eletrons that ll
up exatly half the states. Sine the energy levels are symmetrially disposed
about E = 0, this means that all states with E < 0 are oupied while all
states with E > 0 are empty, or equivalently one ould say that the Fermi
energy is loated at E = 0. In the kx − ky plane these regions with E = 0
are loated wherever h0(k) = 0. It is easy to see thet this ours at the six
orners of the Brillouin zone:
kxa = 0, kyb = ±2π/3, kxa = π, kyb = ±π/3 (3.21)
These six points are speial as they provide the states right around the Fermi
energy and thus determine the eletroni properties. They an be put into
two groups of three:
(kxa, kyb) = (0,−2π/3), (−π,+π/3), (+π,+π/3) (3.22)
(kxa, kyb) = (0,+2π/3), (−π,−π/3), (+π,−π/3) (3.23)
All three within a group are equivalent points sine they dier by a reiproal
lattie vetor. Eah of the six points has one-third of a valley around in within
the rst Brillouin zone (shared area in gure 3.11). But we an translate these
appropriate reiproal lattie vetors to form two full valleys around two of
these points, one from eah group:
(kxa, kyb) = (0,±2π/3) (3.24)
3.2.2 Bandstruture of CNTs
One a sheet of graphene is rolled up into a CNT, the allowed values of k
are onstrained by the imposition of periodi boundary onditions along the
irumferential diretion. Note that this periodi boundary ondition is a real
one imposed by the physial struture, rather than a oneptual one used to
failitate the ounting of states in a large struture whose exat boundary
onditions are unimportatnt. Dening a irumferential vetor
c = ma1 + na2 = xˆ(m+ n)a + yˆ(m− n)b (3.25)
that joins two equivalent points on the x−y plane that onnets to eah other
on being rolled up, we an express the requirement on periodi boundary
ondition as
k · c ≡ kc|c| = kxa(m+ n) + kyb(m− n) = 2πν (3.26)
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Figure 3.11: Reiproal lattie showing Brillouin zone (shaded).
Whih denes a series of parallel lines, eah orresponding to a dierent
integer value for ν (gure 3.12).
We an draw a one-dimensional dispersion relation along any of these
lines, providing a set of dipersion relations Eν(k), one for eah sub-band ν.
Whether the resulting sub-band dispersion relations will show an energy
gap or not depends on whether one of the lines dened by equation (3.26)
passes through the enter of the valleys dened in (3.24), where the energy
levels lie at E = 0. It is easy to see from equation (3.26) that in order for a
line to pass through kx = 0, ky = 2π/3 we must have
(m− n)/3 = ν (3.27)
Sine ν is an integer this an only happen if (m − n) is a multiple of three:
CNTs satisfying this ondition are metalli.
Now we onsider a spei example: a CNT with a irumferential ve-
tor along the y-diretion, c = y2bm, whih is a zigzag CNT. The periodi
boundary ondition then requires the allowed values of k lie parallel to the
kx-axis desribed by (the irumferene is 2bm)
ky2bm = 2πν → ky = 2π
3b
3ν
2m
(3.28)
as shown in gure 3.13.
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Figure 3.12: Graphene reiproal lattie showing straight lines kc|c| = 2πν
representing the onstraint imposed by the SWCNT periodi boundary ondi-
tions.
Figures 3.14 and 3.15 show the two lowest sub-babds orresponding to
values of the sub-band index ν that give rise to the smallest gaps around
E = 0. If m = 66 (a multiple of three), one of the sub-bands will pass
through (kxa, kyb) = (0,+−2π/3)) and the dispersion relation for the lowest
sub-bands looks as shown in grure 3.14, with no gap in the energy spetrum.
But if m = 65 (not a multiple of three), then no sub-bands will pass through
(kxa, kyb) = (0,+ − 2π/3) giving rise to a gap in the energy spetrum as
shown in gure 3.15.
A CNT with a irumferential vetor along the x-diretion, c = x2am, is
armhair. The periodi boundary ontition then requires the allowed values
of k to lie parallel to the ky-axis desribed by (the irumferene is again
2bm)
kx2am = 2πν → kx = 2πν
2ma
(3.29)
as shown in gure 3.16.
The sub-band with ν = 0 will always pass through the speial point
(kxa, kyb) = (0,+−2π/3) giving rise to dispersion relations that look metalli
(gure 3.15) regardless of the value of m.
Eletrial ondution is determined by states around the Fermi energy and
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Figure 3.13: A zigzag CNT has it allowed k-values onstrained to lie along
a set of lines parallel to the kx-axis. On of the lines pass though (0, 2π/3b)
only if m is a multiple of three.
so it is useful to develop an appoximate relation that desribes the regions of
the E − k plot around E = 0. Thus an be done by replaing the expression
for h0(k) = −t(1+2eikxacoskxb) with a Taylor expansion around (kxa, kyb) =
(0,+−2π/3) where the energy gap is zero (note that h0 = 0 at these points):
h0 ≈ kx
[
∂h0
∂kx
]
kxa=0,kyb=±2pi/3
+
(
ky ∓ 2π
3b
) [
∂h0
∂ky
]
kxa=0,kyb=±2pi/3
(3.30)
It is strainghtforward to evaluate the partial derivates:
∂h0
∂kx
=
[
−2iat eikxacoskxb
]
kxa=0,kyb=±2pi/3
= iat = i3a0t/2 (3.31)
∂h0
∂ky
=
[
2bt eikxasinkyb
]
kxa=0,kyb=±2pi/3
= ±bt
√
3 = ±3a0t/2 (3.32)
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Figure 3.14: Dispersion relation for the two lowest sub-bands of a zigzag
CNT showing metalling harater (no gap in the energy spetrum).
So that we an write
h0(k) ≈ i3a0t
2
(kx ∓ iβy) (3.33)
where
βy ≡ ky ∓ 2π
3b
(3.34)
The orresponding energy dispersion relation (f. equation (3.20)) an be
written as
Ek = ±|h0| = ±3ta0
2
√
k2x + β
2
y (3.35)
This simplied approximate relation (obtained from Taylor expansion of
equation (3.20) around one of the two valleys) agrees with the exat relation
fairly well over a wide range of energies, as is evident from gure 3.17. Within
this approximation the onstant-energy ountours are irles isotropially
disposed around the enter of eah valley , 0,+2π/3b or 0,−2π/3b. The
energy gap of a semionduting CNT is independent of the spei type of
CNT, as long as (m−n) is not a multiple of three so that the gap is not zero.
But it is easier to derive an expression for the energy gap if we onsider a
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Figure 3.15: Dispersion relation for the two lowest sub-bands of a zigzag
CNT showing semionduting harater (gap in the energy spetrum).
zigzag CNT. From equations (3.28), (3.34) and (3.35) we an write
Ekx = ±
3ta0
2
√
k2x +
[
2π
3b
(
3ν
2m
− 1
)]2
(3.36)
So that the energy gap for sub-bands ν an be written as the dierene in
the energies between the + and − brahes at kx = 0:
Eg,ν = 3ta0
2π
2mb
(
ν − 2m
3
)
(3.37)
This has a minimum value of zero orresponding to ν = 2m/3. But if m is
not a multiple of three then the minimum value of (ν − 2m/3) is equal to
1/3. This means that the minimum energy gap is then given by
Eg = ta0
2π
2mb
=
2ta0
d
≈ 0.8eV
d
(3.38)
where d is the diameter of the CNT in nanometers, so that πd is equal to
the irumferene 2mb.
Eg = ta0
2π
2mb
=
2ta0
d
≈ 0.8eV
d
(3.39)
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Figure 3.16: An armahair CNT has its k-values onstrained to lie parallel
to the ky-axis. One of the lines will always pass through (0, 2π/3b) regardless
of the value of m.
3.2.3 Density of states
The above model is also useful to understand the unusual density of states
of CNTs. Density of states tells us the number of energy eigenstates per unit
energy range and it depends on the E(k) relationship. The density of states
an be expressed as [11℄
D(E) =
√
3a2
2πR
∑
i
∫
dkδ(k − ki)
∣∣∣∣∣ ∂ǫ∂k
∣∣∣∣∣
−1
(3.40)
To understand the basi features of CNTs density of states, one an expand
the dispersion relation (3.20) around the Fermi point, this gives
D(E) =
a
√
3
π2Rt
N∑
m=1
|E|√
E2 − ǫ2m
(3.41)
where
• ǫm = |3m+ 1|at/2R for semionduting tubes;
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Figure 3.17: Energy dispersion relation plotted as a funtion of kyb along the
line kxa = 0. The solid urve is obtained from equation (3.35), while the
rosses are obtained from equation (3.20).
• ǫm = |3m|at/2R for metalli tubes.
In the ase of metalli tubes, the m = 0 band gives a non-zero density of
states at the Fermi level, with D(E) = (a
√
3)/(2πRt). The expression for
the density of states shows van Hove singularities when E = ±ǫm , whih
is indiative of quasi-one-dimensional materials. The presene of these sin-
gularities in the density of states has been veried by sanning-tunnelling
mirosopy of individual nanotubes [12℄. Figure 3.18 shows density of states
alulated for (11, 0) and (12, 0) nanotubes. The unique feature here is the
presene of singularities at the band edges.
A remark on approximations
Finally, it is important to note that there are some deviations in the eletroni
properties of nanotubes from the simple π-orbital graphene piture desribed
above, due to urvature. As a result of urvature, rst, the hopping integrals
desribing the three bonds between nearest neighbours are not idential and,
seond, σ − π hybridization and harge self-onsisteny beome important.
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Figure 3.18: Density of states for (11,0) and (12,0) CNTs omputed from
tight binding show van Hove singularities.
Sine urvature beomes larger with a derease in the nanotube diameter,
deviations from the simple π-orbital graphene piture beome more impor-
tant in small diameter nanotubes. Nanotubes satisfying n m = 3ν develop
a small urvature-indued bandgap and are hene semi-metalli. Armhair
nanotubes are an exeption beause of their speial symmetry, and they re-
main metalli for all diameters. The bandgap of semi-metalli nanotubes is
small and varies inversely as the square of nanotube diameter. For example,
while a semionduting nanotube with a diameter of 10 Å has a bandgap of
1eV, a semi-metalli nanotube with a omparable diameter has a bandgap of
only 40 meV.
In graphene, hybridization between σ and π orbitals is absent. In on-
trast, the urvature of a nanotube indues σ − π hybridization and the re-
sulting hanges in long-range interations. While the inuene of σ − π
hybridization in aeting the eletroni properties of large diameter nan-
otubes is negligible, small diameter nanotubes are signiantly aeted. In
general, small diameter nanotubes require a more areful treatment beyond
the simple tight-binding graphene model.
3.3 Synthesis
Tehniques have been developed to produe nanotubes in sizable quantities,
they an be synthesized using dierent methods, for example ar disharge,
laser ablation, hemial vapor deposition (CVD) from hydroarbons and high
pressure onversion of arbon monoxide (HiPo).
Ar disharge and laser ablation methods for the growth of nanotubes
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have been atively pursued in the past years. Both methods involve the
ondensation of arbon atoms generated from evaporation of solid arbon
soures. The temperatures involved in these methods are lose to the melting
temperature of graphite, 3000-4000
◦
C. In ar disharge, arbon atoms are
evaporated by plasma of helium gas ignited by high urrents passed through
opposing arbon anode and athode. Ar disharge has been developed into
an exellent method for produing both high quality multi-walled nanotubes
and single-walled nanotubes. MWNTs an be obtained by ontrolling the
growth onditions suh as the pressure of inert gas in the disharge hamber
and the aring urrent. MWNTs produed by ardisharge are very straight,
whih is indiative of their high rystallinity. For as grown materials, there
are few defets suh as pentagons or heptagons existing on the sidewalls of the
nanotubes. For the growth of single-walled tubes, a metal atalyst is needed
in the ar disharge system. The growth of high quality SWNTs at the 1-10
gram sale is ahieved using a laser ablation. The method utilize intense
laser pulses to ablate a arbon target ontaining 0.5 atomi perent of nikel
and obalt. The target is plaed in a tube-furnae heated to 1200
◦
C. During
laser ablation, a ow of inert gas is passed through the growth hamber to
arry the grown nanotubes downstream to be olleted on a old nger.
3.3.1 Chemial vapor deposition tehnique
Chemial vapor deposition methods have been suessful in making arbon
ber, lament and nanotube materials sine several years ago. The growth
proess involves heating a atalyst material to high temperatures in a tube
furnae and owing a hydroarbon gas through the tube reator over a pe-
riod of time. Materials grown over the atalyst are olleted upon ooling the
system to room temperature. The key parameters in nanotube CVD growth
are the types of hydroarbons, atalysts and growth temperature. The ative
atalyti speies are typially transition-metal nanopartiles that are formed
on a support material (the substrate). The general nanotube growth meh-
anism in a CVD proess involves the dissoiation of hydroarbon moleules
atalyzed by the transition metal, and dissolution and saturation of arbon
atoms in the metal nanopartile. The preipitation of arbon from the sat-
urated metal partile leads to the formation of tubular arbon solids in sp
2
struture. Tubule formation is favored over other forms of arbon suh as
graphiti sheets with open edges, this is beause a tube ontains no dangling
bonds and therefore is in a low energy form. For MWNTs growth, most of
the CVD methods employ ethylene or aetylene as the arbon feedstok and
the growth temperature is typially in the range of 500-750
◦
C. Iron, nikel
or obalt nanopartiles are often used as atalyst. The rational for hoosing
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these metals as atalyst for CVD growth of nanotubes lies in the phase di-
agrams for the metals and arbon. At high temperatures, arbon has nite
solubility in these metals, whih leads to the formation of metal-arbon solu-
tions and therefore the aforementioned growth mehanism. A major pitfall
for CVD grown MWNTs has been the high defet densities in their stru-
tures. The defetive nature of CVD grown MWNTs remains to be thoroughly
understood, but is most likely be due to the relatively low growth tempera-
ture, whih does not provide suient thermal energy to anneal nanotubes
into perfetly rystalline strutures.
For the growth of the layers of MWCNTs on various substrates with dif-
ferent geometry and harateristis, used for the realization of the samples
studied in this thesis, the group of University of L'Aquila in harge of this
part, used the CVD tehnique. During the CVD proess a substrate is pre-
pared with a layer nikel. The metal nanopartiles an also be produed
by other ways, inluding redution of oxides or oxides solid solutions. The
diameters of the nanotubes that are to be grown are related to the size of the
metal partiles. This an be ontrolled by patterned (or masked) deposition
of the metal, annealing, or by plasma ething of a metal layer. To initiate
the growth of nanotubes, two gases are bled into the reator: a proess gas
(suh as ammonia, nitrogen or hydrogen) and a arbon-ontaining gas (suh
as aetylene, ethylene, ethanol or methane). Nanotubes grow at the sites of
the metal atalyst; the arbon-ontaining gas is broken apart at the surfae
of the atalyst partile, and the arbon is transported to the edges of the par-
tile, where it forms the nanotubes. This mehanism is still being studied.
The atalyst partiles an stay at the tips of the growing nanotube during
growth, or remain at the nanotube base, depending on the adhesion between
the atalyst partile and the substrate.
Usually our MWCNTs are grown as follows, but in some ases these
parameters were hanged. The MWCNTs have been grown on a substrate
of silion with a thin lm of silion nitride (Si3N4) on the surfae. A ∼3nm
thik-Ni lm has been deposited on the substrate by thermal evaporation
under a pressure of ∼ 10−6Torr. In order to form the atalyti partiles in
the nanometer size the substrate has been pre-treated in NH3 gas with a
ow rate of ∼60sm1 for ∼10min at ∼500◦C or ∼700◦C of temperature.
The MWCNTs have been grown on the solid substrate by adding C2H2 at
a ow rate of ∼20sm for ∼20min at the same temperature of the NH3
pre-treatment temperature [26℄.
Figure 3.19 shows two types of nanostrutures grown at dierent CVD
temperatures. On the left side (T = 500
◦
C), the rystalline struture of nan-
1
Standard ubi entimeter per minute
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Figure 3.19: Left: arbon nanobers grown by CVD at a temperature of
500
◦
C; right: CNT growth at 700
◦
C.(Measurements performed by M. Pas-
saantando).
otubes is not yet well developed and the tubes look like arbon nanobers.
On the right side (T = 700
◦
C), instead, a lear one-dimensional and rys-
talline struture is visible. CNTs are well aligned, with uniform density and
uniform length of about 20µm.
TEM images arried out by high resolution transmission eletron mi-
rosopy of both kinds of nanostrutures are reported in gure 3.20. Nanotubes
Figure 3.20: (a) Struture of a 500
◦
C arbon nanotubes; (b) nikel atalyst
partile enapsulated at the apex of the struture. (Measurements performed
by P.G. Guiardi from CNR - IPCF Sezione di Messina and INFN).
grown at low temperature present an average length of 150nm, a diameter
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of tens nanometers and a round edge of 20-30nm. The struture is more
similar to a lled ylinder than to a tube, with the external shell not well
graphitized. Nikel partiles used as atalyst appear to be enapsulated lose
to the apex of the struture. At 700
◦
C temperature, the CVD proess pro-
dues nanotubes of very dierent kinds. Their struture is well dened as a
multiwall made in average of 10-15 tubes, with an inner diameter of 5-10nm,
an outer diameter ranging from 15 to 25nm (gure 3.21a and b) and a length
of tens of miron. Several tubes look bended. Inlusions of partiles are also
present (gure 3.21). Most of them are unapped (gure 3.21d).
Figure 3.21: TEM images of MWCNTs. (Measurements performed by P.G.
Guiardi from CNR - IPCF Sezione di Messina and INFN).
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Chapter 4
Carbon nanostrutures based
photodetetors
The birth of the eld of arbon nanotubes is marked by the publiation by
Iijima of the observation of multi-walled nanotubes with outer diameters as
small as 55Å, and inner diameters as small as 23Å, and a nanotube onsisting
of only two oaxial ylinders [7℄. Sine this disovery, CNTs unusual har-
ateristis due to the partiular geometry have been intensively investigated
everywhere in several researh laboratories in the world, and a lot of papers
have been published on their properties.
From the point of view of photodetetion, semionduting nanotubes
show interesting optoeletroni properties in the region of near-to-mid in-
frared [22℄. We have seen in hapter 3 that due to their quasi-one-dimensional
geometry, the energy gap of a SWCNT is a funtion of the diameter, approx-
imately given by the relationship: Egap =
a
d
, where a = 0.0284eV nm and
d is the diameter in nm. This implies that for the SWCNTs, with diame-
ter ranging from 1 to 2nm, the fundamental gap ranging from 0.4 to 0.7eV,
orresponding to a wavelength range from 1.5 to 3µm.
CNTs sensitivity to radiation has been studied by various authors [28℄ [29℄
who measured a variation in the nanotubes ondutivity when illuminated
with IR radiation. Photoondutivity of individual, ropes and lms of CNTs
has been also investigated in the visible [30℄ and IR [35℄ spetral regions.
Photon indued harge arrier generation in single wall arbon nanotubes
and subsequent harge separation aross the metal arbon nanotube ontats
is believed to ause the photoondutivity variations [30℄. Measurements in
the UV region are still missing.
In the ase of MWCNTs, optoeletroni properties have not been well un-
derstood. A multiwall arbon nanotube an be supposed to be onstituted of
many SWCNTs and the result is a material still one-dimensional but without
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a preise hirality. This means that a single MWCNT overs a wide range
of energy levels, up to 3eV with all kinds of metalli and semionduting
harateristis [25℄ [22℄. So, there is the possibility that a layer of multiwall
arbon nanotubes an over a wide range of diameters and hiralities, oering
a photoathode sensitive to a large range of wavelength.
In the rst part of the hapter some harateristis of ve photodetetors
realized whith a layer of arbon nanostrutures grown on a silion substrate
are shown. This work has been arried out in the framework of the SinPho-
NIA (Single Photon Nanotehnology Innovative Approah) experiment rst
[26℄ [27℄, and ontinued by the PARIDE (Pixel Array for Radiation Imaging
DEtetor) experiment.
The seond part of the hapter will be dediated to results obtained when
an eletrially ondutive oating layer is applied to arbon nanostrutures
lms to avoid nanostrutures detahment from the silion substrate and uni-
formly transmit the eletri eld to the entire ative surfae.
Finally, the last part of the hapter will be dediated to a modeling and
simulation study. Two photodetetors will be analyzed. These two photode-
tetors have been modelled and simulated in order to understand the main
parameters that haraterize their performanes. In order to simulate the
devies behavior, we started with an equivalent iruit: one the parameter
values are xed we are able to reprodue the urrent-voltage harateristis,
both in dark onditions and under illumination for dierent light intensities.
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4.1 Experimental setup
In order to investigate the basi harateristis of photodetetors we equipped
a measurement system (Figure 4.1) with LED lasers emitting at various wave-
lengths (378, 405, 532, 650, 685, 785, 808, 880, 980nm), with a diameter spot
of about 0.5mm. The laser light power intensity (proportional to the num-
ber of photons) was eletronially ontrolled and measured with a alibrated
photodiode. Measurements were performed by varying the laser power from
0.1mW to 1.0mW with a step of 0.1mW. The volt-amperometri harateri-
zation was measured with a Keithley 2635 Soure Meter.
The system operated under omputerized ontrol, in order to easily om-
muniate with the instrumentation. The ontrol software has been developed
using a visual programming language. For this sope, LabVIEW (short for
Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbenh) programs have been
employed for data aquisition, instrument ontrol, real time ontrol and data
storage. Data were stored in ASCII format and then analysed (depending
on the omplexity of the analysis to be performed) with Origin, Matlab or
Root.
Figure 4.1: Experimental setup.
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4.2 The substrate
In the next setions we will disuss features of ve lms of arbon nanostru-
tures grown on substrates having the same harateristis. As mentioned in
Setion 3.3, arbon nanostrutures lms, in our ase, are grown by means of
CVD tehnique on substrates of partiular materials and geometri shapes.
For samples analyzed in this hapter, the geometri shape and materials of
the substrate are shown in Figure 4.2. The substrate is formed by n-doped sil-
ion with a doping onentration of about 10
14
m
−3
, and a size of 5×7.8mm2
with a thikness of 500µm. On the top and on the bottom a layer of 140nm
of stoihiometri Silion Nitride (Si3N4) is deposited. On the top side, two
squares of 1x1mm
2
gold-platinum (Au-Pt) eletrodes of 50nm of thikness
have been sputtered, on the bottom side the same onduting material ov-
ers the surfae. In partiular, the struture on the bak side of the substrate
appears to be a metal insulator semiondutor (MIS) juntion.
Figure 4.2: Substrate (a) top and (b) ross-setional view (not in sale).
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4.3 Sample with arbon nanobers (Samples
C1 and C2)
In this setion we report on the main harateristis of two samples with
nanostrutures grown at the CVD temperature of 500
◦
C. At this CVD tem-
perature we obtain arbon nanobers (CNFs) as shown in Figure 3.19a.
These two samples with nanobers are alled Sample C1 and C2.
In Figure 4.3 is shematized the sample with the lm of nanobers. CNFs
lm overs an area of about 5x5mm
2
(CNFs are represented by the retan-
gle in blak). CNFs are in eletrial ontat with the eletrodes, in yellow,
implanted on the top side of the substrate.
Figure 4.3: Sample C1 and C2 top view. The retangle in blak represents
the CNFs lm.
Eletrial measurements have been done applying an eletri eld with the
top-side eletrodes at ground, as illustrated in the sketh of gure 4.4. Sine
nanobers present an eletrial ondutivity, we assume that the whole lm
of CNFs is plaed at zero potential with respet to the bak of the substrate.
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Figure 4.4: Applied eletri eld (not in sale setional view).
4.3.1 Dark urrent
Dark urrents of Samples C1 and C2 for dierent bias osets at room temper-
ature are presented. Dark urrent is the eletri urrent that ows through
photodetetors even when no light is shining on it. Figure 4.5 shows the
typial dark urrents of Samples C1 and C2 as a funtion of bias voltage.
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Figure 4.5: The very high dark urrents of samples C1 and C2.
4.3.2 Photourrent
The photourrent generated by devies has been investigated when irradiated
by a monohromati eletromagneti eld at dierent wavelength and subjet
to a step-like eletrostati potential. Figures 4.6a and b show responses at
650nm ontinuous light and ten power intensities of samples C1 and C2,
respetively.
The eetive photourrent has been obtained subtrating the dark urrent
from the measured urrent (gure 4.7a and b). From the last two gures
we note that as the applied voltage inreases, the urrent is almost zero
until few volts, then it inreases reahing a saturation region. The threshold
voltage when the urrent begins to be onstant depends on the power light
intensity, therefore by the number of harges generated into the devie under
illumination. The plateau region remains onstant over a wide range of
voltages. Other samples have shown the breakdown limit around a drain
voltage of 100V. On the other hand, as the light power intensity inreases,
a higher drain voltage is neessary to ollet all the harges at saturation.
These volt-amperometri harateristis under illumination are similar to
those of photodiodes.
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Figure 4.6: I-V haratristis of Samples C1 (a) and C2 (b) at dierent light
intensities.
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Figure 4.7: I-V haratristis of Samples C1 (a) and C2 (b) with subtrated
dark urrent.
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4.3.3 Linearity
Photodetetors are used for measurements in various branhes of industry
and researh, and usually the assumption is made that they have a linear
response with respet to optial power. This assumption greatly simplies
the use of these devies, as the results of haraterization measurements at
one power level an be extended to other power levels. In some of the more
advaned appliations, the requirements for measurement auray are so de-
manding that the validity of the assumed linear response must be experimen-
tally veried. A photodetetor is dened to be linear when the photoeletri
onversion eieny, the responsivity or quantum eieny, is onstant at
a xed wavelength, so independent on the inident optial power. A typial
high-quality pn juntion has a onstant responsivity, related to quantum ef-
ieny, up to a ertain power level, above whih the responsivity dereases
with inreasing optial power. The nonlinearity of a pn juntion is a funtion
of several parameters. Obviously, the linearity of the responsivity depends
on the generated photourrent itself, and thus also on the inident optial
power. The diameter of the inident beam has been observed to aet the
linearity, but in a dierent manner for various types of photodiodes [31℄. For
visible wavelengths the linearity of pn juntion is wavelength independent,
it depends on the photourrent only [32℄, [33℄. The series resistane over
the pn-juntion, inversely proportional to the size of the ative area, largely
determines the saturation urrent, and thus the limit of the linearity for a
pn juntion [34℄.
The orrelation between the urrent at saturation versus the light power
intensity is reported in gures 4.8a and b for Samples C1 and C2, respetively.
For both detetors the measurement was performed at the xed voltage of
25V. As an be seen from t parameters reported in gures, both detetors
exhibit good linearity
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Figure 4.8: Current versus power light intensity of Samples C1 and C2. The
light wavelength is 650nm. The applied voltage is xed at 25V.
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4.3.4 Uniformity
This is a measure of the sensitivity uniformity in the ative area. To mea-
sure spatial uniformity, a light spot has been sanned in two-dimensions over
the photoathode and the variation in the output urrent has been mea-
sured. This data is obtained with a light spot of about 0.5mm diameter (at
wavelength of 650nm) sanned over the photoathode surfae. The detetor
surfae has been sanned uniformly in the two-dimensional spae with a step
of 0.5mm.
The photourrent is generated only if the laser beam illuminates the CNFs
layer. Note, in fat, that out of this layer and on the eletrodes no signal
has been reorded. The situation is illustrated in gure 4.9 where a map of
the photourrent measured by sanning the CNFs surfae is reported. It an
be seen that the response is relatively uniform in the enter of the sensitive
surfae, but there is a onsiderable inrease of the photourrent on the top
and on the bottom edges of the ative area. In partiular, the quantum
eieny on the edges exeeds 100%, thus it is obtained a kind of harge
multipliation. This phenomenon has also been observed in other samples, it
is under study, but a onsistent model to explain this physial behavior has
not yet been developed.
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Figure 4.9: Sensitivity uniformity of Sample C2.
4.3.5 Quantum Eieny
The quantum eieny (QE) of photodevies was estimated as the ratio of
the number of eletrons olleted at saturation Isat to the number of inident
photons aording to the relation (Setion 2.2.2):
QE =
Isathc
ePλ
(4.1)
where
• h is the Plank's onstant;
• c is the speed of light in vauum;
• e is the eletron harge;
• P is the laser power intensity (measured with a alibrated photodiode);
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• λ is the radiation wavelength.
The measured quantum eienies of Samples C1 and C2 are shown in
Figures 4.10 and 4.11, respetively. Both Samples shown a quantum eieny
with a peak at about 880nm (35% Sample C1 and 30% Sample C2) and at
the wavelength of 980nm Samples C1 and C2 have a QE of about 30% and
25%, respetively. This response in the near infrared region makes these
Samples interesting for the operation in this wavelength interval.
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Figure 4.10: Quantum eieny of Sample C1.
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Figure 4.11: Quantum eieny of Sample C1.
4.4 Sample with multiwalled arbon nanotubes
(Samples D and E)
In this setion we will show the photoeletri harateristis of two samples,
alled Samples D and E, with nanostrutures grown at the CVD temperature
of 700
◦
C. Nanostrutures obtained are shown in Figure 3.19b. In this ase,
at a highest CVD temperature, the nanostrutures obtained are vertially
aligned MWCNTs. The geometri shape of the lm is the same as that
shown in Figure 4.3, and MWCNTs lm overs an area of about 5x5mm
2
.
4.4.1 Dark urrent
Dark urrents of Samples D and E are shown in Figures 4.12 and 4.13. It is
immediate to realize that the two urves of dark urrents are very dierent
from eah other, although the substrates and the growth parameters are the
same. Furthermore, the dark urrent of the Sample E is greater than the
dark urrent of the Sample D of several orders of magnitude.
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Figure 4.12: Dark urrent of Sample D.
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Figure 4.13: Dark urrent of Sample E.
4.4.2 Photourrent
Photourrents of Samples D and E are shown in Figures 4.14a and b, respe-
tively, where photoresponses are obtained using a 650nm laser diode light
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emitting at various power intensities as a funtion of drain voltage. It is
immediate to note that the very high dark urrent of Sample E drastially
inuene the IV harateristi ompared to that of Sample D.
The eetive photourrent has been obtained subtrating the dark urrent
from the measured urrent (gures 4.15a and b). From the last plots we an
see that as the applied voltage inreases, the urrent is almost zero until few
volts, then it inreases linearly reahing a saturation region. The threshold
voltage when the urrent begins to be onstant depends on the power light
intensity, therefore by the number of harges generated into the devie under
illumination.
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Figure 4.14: I-V haratristis of Samples D (a) and E (b) at dierent light
intensities.
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Figure 4.15: I-V haratristis of Samples D (a) and E (b) with subtrated
dark urrents.
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4.4.3 Linearity
The orrelation between the urrent at saturation versus the light power
intensity is reported in gures 4.16a and b, for samples D and E, respetively.
For detetor D the measurement was performed at the xed voltage of 30V.
For detetor E the measurement was performed at the xed voltage of 25V.
As an be seen from t parameters reported in gures, both detetors exhibit
good linearity.
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Figure 4.16: Current versus power light intensity of Samples D and E. The
light wavelength is 650nm. The applied voltage is xed at 30V for Sampe D
and 25V for Sample E.
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4.4.4 Quantum Eieny
The measured quantum eienies of Samples D and E are shown in Figure
4.17. Taking into aount the denition of quantum einy (Equation 4.1)
and sine the two detetors exhibit good linearity, for both detetors the
quantum eieny does not depend on the laser light power intensity.
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Figure 4.17: Quantum eienies of Samples D and E.
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4.5 Coating with Indium Tin Oxide
In this setion properties of a Sample overed with a Indium Tin Oxide (ITO)
lm on the nanostrutures layer will be reported. This study has been arried
out with the ollaboration of Prof. A. Valentini and the experimental and
tehnial ontribution of his sta from sezione INFN di Bari.
Photodetetors presented in this work need an eletrially ondutive
oating layer to avoid the nanostrutures detahment from the substrate and
uniformly transmit the eletri eld to the entire ative surfae. Coating
material must be transparent to the radiation, and must provide the drain
voltage neessary to ollet harges generated by inident photons. Indium
Tin Oxide is a metal oxide with important physial properties for both ba-
si studies and appliations. Beause of its low resistivity and high optial
transmittane in the range from UV to IR, ITO lms are by general onsent
the most useful for appliations in photodetetor devies [43℄. Many dier-
ent deposition tehniques are desribed in literature [44℄ [45℄ [46℄. In the
present work ITO lms have been deposited by ion beam sputtering (IBS)
tehnique. In gure 4.18 is reported the transmittane spetra of ITO on
glass. This measurement shows that lm transmission in the 300-800nm
wavelength range inreases when low energies are used for sputtering (Sput-
tering soure for Samples is xed at 750V for 0934, 500V for 0936, 350V for
0637 and 0939).
In this setion we report on the main harateristis of a sample (Sample
IBS0955) with nanostrutures grown at the CVD temperature of 500
◦
C. At
this CVD temperature we have been obtained arbon nanobers (CNFs)
like those in Figure 3.19a. After the growth proess an ITO lm has been
deposited (In Figure 4.19 is shown a shemati representation of how the
ITO is deposited on the Sample) at room temperature on the photoatode
made of CNFs, and optial and eletrial analyses have been performed.
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Figure 4.18: ITO transmittane spetra (Measurements performed by Prof.
A. Valentini from sezione INFN di Bari).
Figure 4.19: Shemati representation of the deposited ITO lm on the Sam-
ple (setional view).
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4.5.1 Dark urrent
Figure 4.20 reports the dark urrent of the detetor with ITO.
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Figure 4.20: Dark urrent of samples IBS0955.
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4.5.2 Photourrent
Figure 4.21 reports the photourrent produed by Sample IBS0955 under an
optial radiation of 650nm.
The eetive photourrent has been obtained subtrating the dark ur-
rent from the measured urrent (gure 4.22). Also in this ase we an see
that as the applied voltage inreases, the urrent is almost zero until few
volts, then it inreases linearly reahing a saturation region. The threshold
voltage when the urrent begins to be onstant depends on the power light
intensity, therefore by the number of harges generated into the devie under
illumination.
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Figure 4.21: I-V haratristi of Sample IBS0955 at dierent light intensities
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Figure 4.22: I-V harateristi with subtrated dark urrent.
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4.5.3 Linearity
The linear relationship between the photourrent and light level of Sample
IBS0955 is shown in gure 4.23. The measure has been performed at the
xed voltage of 25V. As an be seen from t parameters reported in gure,
the detetor exhibit good linearity.
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Equation y = a + b*x
Adj. R-Square 0,9997
Value Standard Error
C Intercept 0,01185 9,24268E-5
C Slope 0,11328 2,29704E-4
Figure 4.23: Current versus power light intensity. The light wavelength is
650nm. The applied voltage is xed at 25V
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4.5.4 Uniformity
This measurement was made by using the monohromati light emitted by
a laser diode with a wavelength of 650nm and a spot of about 0.5mm. The
detetor surfae has been sanned with a step of 0.5mm.
Also in this ase the photourrent is generated only if the laser beam illu-
minates the CNF layer. Figure 4.24 shows a map of the gerated photourrent
sanning the surfae. It an be seen that the response is relatively uniform
in the enter of the sensitive surfae, but there is a onsiderable inrease of
the photourrent on top and bottom edges of the ative area.
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Figure 4.24: Sensitivity uniformity of Sample IBS0955.
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4.5.5 Quantum Eieny
The quantum eieny of the photodetetor with ITO lm has been also
measured and reported in gure 4.25.
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Figure 4.25: Quantum eieny of Sample IBS0955.
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4.6 Comparison between devies with MWC-
NTs, CNFs and with ITO
In the present hapter we have showed the photoresponse of three types of
photodetetors based on arbon nanostrutures:
• two detetors with arbon nanobers;
• two detetors with multiwalled arbon nanotubes;
• one detetor with arbon nanobers overed with an ITO lm.
Now we ompare the harateristis of these ve devies.
Dark urrents omparison
In Figure 4.26 are shown the dark urrents, in logarithmi sale, of the ve
devies. It is lear that devies omposed of arbon nanobers (Samples
C1, C2 and IBS0955) have a omparable dark urrent. In partiular, at the
operating voltage (25V) is about 0.5×10−3mA for all devies.
Devies with MWCNTs (Samples D and E) exhibit a dark urrent sig-
niantly dierent, even though the substrates and the growth parameters
of MWCNTs are the same. In partiular, we have for the Sample D, at the
operating voltage (30V), a dark urrent of 2×10−4mA, and for Sample E, at
the operating voltage (25V), we have a dark urrent of 0.2mA, whih is three
orders of magnitude greater.
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Figure 4.26: Dark urrents omparison.
Quantum eienies omparison
Figure 4.27 shows the quantum eienies of the ve detetors under test.
Photodetetors with MWCNTs exhibit a higher quantum eieny over the
entire spetrum, ompared to photodetetors with arbon nanobers.
Eah sample shows a maximum at about 880nm, probably this is due to
the ontribution in the photoonversion of the silion substrate.
Sample C2 has the lower quantum eieny, while Samples C1 and
IBS0955 have an eieny omparable with the measurement errors, and
this suggests that the presene of the ITO lm does not give any benet in
terms of quantum eieny. Anyway, with the same nanostrutures, it is
noteworthy that the sample with ITO seems to have a slightly higher e-
ieny respet to Sample C1.
The most interesting thing is that the samples with MWCNTs have a
greater eieny toward the violet region of the spetrum. In partiular, at
400nm the quantum eieny of devies with MWCNTs is about four times
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higher than that measured for devies with CNFs. Being the substrates
idential, this behaviour ould be due to the presene of MWCNTs whih
ould ontribute to the photon onversion in the violet region.
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Figure 4.27: Quantum eienies omparison.
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Responsivities omparison
The strutures of responsivities were investigated in order to highlight dif-
ferenes between the nanostrutures and the presene of ITO lm.
Figure 4.28 reports the omparison between photoresponsivity to a 880nm
optial radiation (880nm is the maximum of quantum eieny for all de-
vies). We an note that as the applied voltage inreases, the responsivities
are very low until one reahes a threshold of few volts (ondution thresh-
old), then they inrease until saturation is reahed (plateau threshold). The
ondution threshold and the plateau threshold were evaluated. To estimate
these thresholds does not exist a partiularly rigorous method, but several
methods may be used. In partiular, we have evaluated the maximum and
the minimum of the seond derivative of responsivity, whih may be assoi-
ated with the ondution threshold and the plateau threshold, respetively.
This identiation method has been hosen observing the partiular shape
of the urves. Responsivity urves have, in rst approximation, variations
in slope (represented by the rst derivative) only in the neighborhoods of
the ondution (positive variation) and the plateau threshold (negative vari-
ation). For this reason, these variations of the rst derivative, linear in rst
approximation, will be identied as peaks of the seond derivative, positive
in the ase of the ondution threshold and negative in the ase of the plateau
threshold.
The method employed is shown in Figures 4.29, 4.30, 4.31, 4.32, 4.33. So,
voltage thresholds of devies have been evaluated and reported in Table 4.1.
As we an see from Table, the ondution thresholds are lower for samples
with CNFs, and have highest values for samples with MWCNTs. It should be
noted that the sample with ITO has the ondution and plateau thresholds
lower, this an be explained by the fat that the presene of ITO failitates
urrent drain, but on the other hand the presene of ITO does not inrease
the responsivity beause the region of the plateau is equal to that of the
Sample C1.
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Figure 4.28: Responsivities omparison.
Sample Condution threshold (V) Plateau threshold (V)
C1 5.06 12.36
C2 3.92 10.65
IBS0955 3.15 7.90
D 8.27 18.45
E 6.35 14.18
Table 4.1: Condution and plateau thresholds.
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Figure 4.29: Sample C1. Se-
ond derivative of Responsivity.
Maximum: 5.06V; minimum:
12.36V.
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Figure 4.30: Sample C2. Se-
ond derivative of Responsivity.
Maximum: 3.92V; minimum:
10.65V.
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Figure 4.31: Sample IBS0955.
Seond derivative of Respon-
sivity. Maximum: 3.15V; min-
imum: 7.90V.
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Figure 4.32: Sample D. Se-
ond derivative of Responsivity.
Maximum: 8.27V; minimum:
18.45V.
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Figure 4.33: Sample E. Seond derivative of Responsivity. Maximum: 6.35V;
minimum: 14.18V.
4.7 Comparison with standard solid-state pho-
todetetors
Detetors based on arbon nanostrutures have been shown to be sensitive
to a ontinuous ow of light radiation, with a wavelength ranging from near
infrared to near ultraviolet (from 400nm to 980nm). We investigated the light
power response of detetors ranging from 0.1mW to 1mW. These detetors
beome less sensitive to levels of power light lower than 0.1mW. In partiular,
they are absolutely not sensitive to single photons, as photomultiplier tubes
or silion photomultiplier. In fat, they do not show mehanisms of harge
multipliation, and exhibit very high dark urrent ompared with silion
photomultiplier. For this reason, these photodetetors an be ompared, for
example, with photodiodes or phototubes. So, in this setion we ompare
devies with arbon nanostrutures with solid state devies whih measure
relatively high power light levels in ontinuous mode (usually ranging from
10
−12
to 10
−2
W, in the spetum from near infrared to ultravilet region):
silion photodiodes.
Spetral response omparition
As already mentioned in setion 2.2.2 and 2.4, usually, the spetral response
of photodiodes is expressed in spetral responsivity.
Figure 5.34 shows measured spetral dependene of various kinds of om-
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merial photodiodes expressed in spetral responsivity. For ordinary photo-
diodes, the ut-o wavelength on the short wavelength side is 320nm, whereas
it is 190nm for UV-enhaned Si photodiodes. In the ase of silion at room
temperature, the band gap energy is 1.12eV, so the ut-o wavelength in
the IR region is 1100nm. The BQ type uses a quartz window, the BK type
a borosiliate glass window, and the BR type a resin-oated window. The
S9219 is a Si photodiode with a visual-sensitive ompensation lter.
Figure 4.35 shows spetral responsivities of Samples C1, C2, IBS0955, D
and E, where the blak line is the quantum eieny at 100%. The respon-
sivity of photodetetors based on arbon nanostrutures has been alulated
as explained in Setion 2.2.2. Comparing the measurements shown in Figure
4.35 with spetral responses of ommerial photodiodes, it is evident that
the onversion eieny of photodetetors based on arbon nanostrutures
is very low. In partiular, the Hamamatsu S3590-19 (whih is UV-sensitive)
in the near ultraviolet region (about 400nm) shows a quantum eieny
very lose to 100%, while at 400nm the higher eiey of detetors based on
arbon nanostrutures is 16%.
It is lear that these devies are not ompetitive with existing devies in
terms of spetral response, in partiular near the ultraviolet region.
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Figure 4.34: Typial spetral response of ommerial silion photodiodes. The
dashed blak line is the quantum eieny at 100%. (From Hamammatsu
atalog).
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Figure 4.35: Spetral response of samples with arbon nanostrutures. The
blak solid line is the quantum eieny at 100%.
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4.8 Interpretation and model
In this setion we will introdue a rst model for devies based on arbon
nanostrutures, in partiular, the simulations will be ompared with Samples
C2 and D, presented in previous setions of this hapter. The basi priniple
of operation the of developed photodetetors an be the following. Carbon
nanostrutures an form loal Shottky juntions on the same nanotube due
to the presene of twisting [54℄ or bending, between adjaent tubes forming
a bundle, [55℄ and between tubes rossing eah other [56℄. Moreover, the
presene of van Hove singularities in the eletroni density of states of CNTs
provides optial absorption responses extending from the infrared to the ul-
traviolet energy range. Also networks of entangled CNTs, where nanotubes
touh and ross eah other forming many juntions, exhibited sizeable pho-
tourrent [56℄ [57℄ [58℄ [59℄. Photorespones observed in the present work
are a mixture of these eets. We have also seen that arbon nanostrutures
overing doped silion substrates reate an heterojuntion [40℄, in this ase,
both arbon nanostrutures lm and the silion underneath partiipate in
the photourrent ativation proess: eletron-hole pairs of longer wavelength
an be generated both in arbon nanostrutures layer and in the depleation
layer of the heterojuntion and separated.
Sine silion nitride is a good insulator, in priniple there should be no
urrent owing between the eletrodes when a voltage is applied. But the
high temperature arbon nanostrutures growth proedure auses defets in
the bulk of the dieletri lm, and then under bias appliation some urrent
will ondut through the insulator defets, usually a tunneling urrent. When
these defets reah a ritial density level, atastrophi breakdown ours
(gure 4.36). In fat, when we applied the rst voltage to the devie we did
not observe any harge owing, but after a bias appliation of several tens of
volts the devie starts to operate as shown in previous paragraph. From a
mirosopi point of view, a perolation theory is employed to desribe this
phenomena.
In Addition on the bak side of the substrate we have a MIS juntion.
4.8.1 The energy band diagram
In order to understand the energy-band struture of the devies, we start
from the parameters of the materials employed. The work funtion of the
Au-Pt is 5.1 − 5.47 eV. For silion nitride we have an energy gap of 5.3 eV
and an eletron anity of 2.1 eV. Silion n-type (the doping onentration
is 4 × 1015 m−3) has the following parameters: a work funtion of 4.28 eV
and an eletron anity of 4.05
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Figure 4.36: When defets are dense enough to form a ontinuous hain
shorting the eletrode to the semiondutor, a ondution path is reated and
atastrophi breakdown ours.
A number of theoretial and experimental studies have been done on work
funtions of dierent CNTs. For semiondutor SWNTs the band gap EG is
funtion of the diameter, and is approximated by the formula [22℄
EG =
2× γ × aC−C
dt
(4.2)
where
• dt is the diameter of the nanotubes,
• γ is 2.77eV,
• aC−C = 0.1421nm is the nearest neighbor arbon-arbon distane.
The MWCNTs onsists of a onentri set of CNTs of both metalli and semi-
onduting types, and so they present a wider range of energy gap, ranging
from 0 to 3eV, sensitive to a wide range of radiation wavelenght. Using the
transmission eletron mirosope tehnique, Gao et al. [23℄ measured the
work funtion of individual MWCNTs and reported the value of 4.6− 4.8eV.
Moreover, using the photoeletron emission method, Shiraishi and Ata [24℄
measured the work funtions of MWCNTs and reported value of 4.95eV.
Figure 4.2b shows a shemati representation of our devies and gure 4.37
its energy band harateristis. The devies an be operated in two modes.
First, the inident photon produes eletron-hole pairs in the semiondutor,
this pairs are separated by the eletri eld, leading to urrent ow in the
external iruit as arriers drift aross the depletion layer. Seond, for higher
photon energy the eletrons photoexited in the MWNTs an be olleted.
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Figure 4.37: Energy-band diagram of the photodetetor biased in normal op-
erating onditions.
Figure 4.38: Equivalent iruit of samples C2 and D.
4.8.2 Model and simulation
In order to verify this model, simulations have been performed using PSpie,
under the hypothesis that measured forward and reverse urrents are due
respetively to the hetero and to the MIS juntions. We start from the
equivalent iruit shematially drawn in Figure 4.38, where two diodes have
both athodes faing eah other. In partiular,
• D1 is the arbon nanostrutures-silion heterojuntion,
• Rsh1 is the parasiti parallel resistane (shunt) of D1,
• IL is the urrent generated by the inident light (proportional to the
amount of light),
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• D2 is the MIS juntion,
• Rsh2 is the shunt resistane of D2,
• Rs is the parasiti series resistane ommon to D1 and D2.
We used the Analog Behavioral Modeling (ABM) of PSpie to make exible
desriptions of eletroni omponents in terms of a mathematial relation-
ship. In partiular, this approah has been adopted for the two juntions D1
and D2.
As shematially shown in Figure 4.39, we have three operation modes in
Figure 4.39: General example of operation modes in terms of applied voltage.
terms of applied voltage, juntion biasing and light intensities. For example
at the light intensity I10 we have the following ases:
• A) For B<V<C, the juntions are forward-biased (saturation mode),
and the urrent is a linear funtion of the applied voltage;
• B) For V>C, the juntion D2 is forward-biased and the juntion D1 is
reverse biased, the urrent is approximately onstant and we are in the
linear region;
• C) For V<A the juntion D1 is forward-biased and the juntion D2 is
reverse biased.
Figure 4.40 shown the eets of series resistane and parallel resistanes
(shunt) on the IV harateristi of the photodetetor. In partiular:
• A) The shunt resistane Rsh2 inuenes the slope of the segment lying
between A and B, this slope is 0 in the ideal ase (Rsh2 = ∞);
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Figure 4.40: Ideal IV harateristi (blak) and inuene of parassiti resis-
tanes reeted in the IV harateristi (red).
• B) The shunt resistane Rsh1 inuenes the slope of the segment lying
between C and D, this slope is 0 in the ideal ase (Rsh1 = ∞);
• C) The series resistane Rs inuenes the slope of the segment lying
between B and C, this slope is ∞ in the ideal ase (Rsh2 = ∞).
As proposed by A. Tinti et al. in [40℄, for devies with strutures grown
at a CVD temperature of 500
◦
C, we adopted for the heterojuntion D1 an
expression of the form
I1 = I01e
α1V1
(4.3)
For sample C2 we have the values:
• I01 = 1.505× 10−6 A;
• α1 = 6V −1.
We adopted an expression of the same form for the juntion D2 but with the
following parameters:
• I02 = 1.192× 10−8 A,
• α2 = 0.72 V−1.
The values of the resistanes are:
• Rsh1 = 4 MΩ,
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• Rsh2 = 1.95 MΩ,
• Rsh2 = 30 kΩ.
We used the same expression (4.4) for the devies with CNTs grown at
the CVD temperature of 700◦C. In partiular for sample D we have for D1:
• I01 = 1× 10−9A,
• α1 = 15V −1.
And for D2 the following parameters:
• I02 = 1.192× 10−8A,
• α2 = 0.72V −1.
The values of the resistanes are:
• Rsh1 = 168MΩ,
• Rsh2 = 10MΩ
• Rsh2 = 41kΩ.
For devies with CNTs grown at 700◦C, the previous model is valid only for
small light power (<300µW). For light intensities >300µW, the urrent isn't
onstant in the plateau region but inreases as V inreases, with the following
law
I700 = I(a+ bV ) (4.4)
where a = 1.0017 and b = 2.86× 10−2V −1.
Experimental and simulation data for sample C2 and D are reported in
Figure 4.41 and 4.42, respetively. It is easy to note the very good reprodu-
tion of the measured urves, thus onrming the validity of the interpretation
of the devie operational model we suggest.
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Figure 4.41: Comparison between measured and simulated data for sample
C2.
Figure 4.42: Comparison between measured and simulated data for sample
D.
Chapter 5
The MWCNT-Si photodetetors
II (IRST 5 prodution)
After the prodution and the haraterization of photodetetors shown in
Chapter 4, a set of substrates has been manufatured with dierent strutures
in order to obtaining an eet of harge multipliation inside the Silion
substrate. Samples shown in this hapter onsist of substrates produed by
the Fondazione Bruno Kessler (FBK), while MWCNTs have been grown by
Dr. M. Passaantando from University of L'Aquila.
This hapter shows the measurements performed on this new type of de-
vie, similarly to that reported in the previous hapter, with in more sizes the
measurements of apaitane versus voltage, but without the interpretation
and simulations developed for previous samples, sine at the moment is still
going on their study.
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5.1 The FBK-Trento substrates
Geometri shape and materials of substrates are shown in Figure 5.1. Sub-
strates have a body of silion doped both n and p. p-type Silion has a
onentration ranging from 0.4 to 0.7 Ωm; n-type Silion has a onentra-
tion ranging from 12 to 18 Ωm. On the top side we have: a layer of 60nm
of stoihiometri Silion Nitride (Si3N4); on the layer of Si3N4 two irles of
1mm diameter made of titanium-platinum (Ti-Pt) for ohmi ontats, with
a thikness of 120nm, are implanted; under the Si3N4 dierent ontat stru-
tures are implanted (reported in Table 5.1). On the bottom side dierent
ontat strutures are implanted (reported in Table 5.1).
Figure 5.1: General struture of substrates. On the left top view, and on the
right ross-setional view (not in sale).
In Table 5.1 are shown the dierent types of produed substrates. On
the lines of the table are reported the haraterists of the substrates. On
the rst olumn there are the names of substrates; on the seond, the arbon
struture grown on substrate; on the third, the ontat present between the
arbon nanostrutures and the substrate (n+ = high n-doped silion, p+ =
high p-doped silion, NP = not present); on the fourth, the type of substrate
(n-doped or p-doped); on the fth, the eletri ontat of the bottom side (n+
= high n-doped silion, p+ = high p-doped silion, MIS = metal insulator
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ontat, MS = metal ontat).
Substrate name C-Struture Top ontat Substrate Bottom ontat
IRST5-1 IRST5-2 MWCNT NP p-type n+
IRST5-5 IRST5-6 MWCNT NP p-type p+
IRST5-11 IRST5-12 MWCNT n+ p-type p+
IRST5-15 IRST5-16 MWCNT NP n-type n+
IRST5-21 IRST5-22 MWCNT NP n-type p+
IRST5-27 IRST5-28 MWCNT NP n-type MIS
IRST5-33 IRST5-34 MWCNT NP n-type MS
IRST5-37 IRST5-38 MWCNT p+ n-type n+
Table 5.1: Substrates strutures.
5.1.1 Substrates photoresponse
Eletrial measurements have been done applying an eletri eld with the
top-side eletrodes at ground and varying the voltage on the bak of the
devie, as illustrated in the sketh of gure 4.4. For eah substrates were
performed measurements of dark urrents (gures 5.2a, 5.3a, 5.4a, 5.5a, 5.6,
5.7a, 5.8a, 5.9a), and photoresponses with relative dark urrents subtrated
(gures 5.2b, 5.3b, 5.4b, 5.5b, 5.6b, 5.7b, 5.8b, 5.9b). All substrates show
the presene of juntions. These juntions are present for various reasons,
mainly to obtain an internal ampliation.
In the next lines we will omment on volt-amperometri haraterization
of substrates.
Substrate IRST5-2 has a p-doped silion body, and a highly n-doped
implant of silion on the bak. The presene of the pn+ juntion is evident
in the measure of dark urrent of gure 5.2a. This juntion enables the
substrate to be sensitive to light, as we an see in the measurements reported
in gure 5.2b.
Substrate IRST5-6 has a p-doped silion body, and a highly p-doped
implant of silion on the bak. This substrate is not light sensitive (Figure
5.3b).
Substrate IRST5-12 has a p-doped silion body, a highly n-doped implant
of silion on the top, and a highly p-doped implant of silion on the bottom.
The juntion n+p on the top side is highlighted by the measurement of
the dark urrent (Figure 5.4a). The n+p juntion on the top permits the
substrate to be sensitive to light (measurements reported in Figure 5.4b).
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Substrate IRST5-16 has a n-doped silion body and a highly n-doped
implant of silion on the bottom side. Dark urrent measurement (Figure
5.5a) shows the presene of a juntion, this juntion is reated under the top
eletrodes: it arise from the presene of the metal of the upper eletrodes,
the silion nitride and the n-doped silion of the body of the substrate (a
MIS juntion). This juntion is not sensitive to light (Figure 5.5b) beause
it is formed under the upper eletrodes, whih are not transparent to light.
Substrate IRST5-22 has a n-doped silion body and a highly p-doped
implant of silion on the bottom side. This substrate has a juntion np+
on the bak, whih is evidened by the dark urrent (Figure 5.6a) and the
photoresponse (Figure 5.6b), but it is also evident a photosensitive juntion
on the top side. Probably this juntion is reated between the top eletrodes
and the silion and is very wide, and in this ase the light is able to reah it,
in ontrast to the previous substrate.
Substrate IRST5-22 has a n-doped silion body and a MIS juntion on
the bottom side. The MIS juntion is evidened by measurements reported
in Figures 5.7a, 5.7b.
Substrate IRST5-34 has a n-doped silion body and a MS ontat on the
bottom side. Dark urrent measurement (Figure 5.8a) shows the presene of
a juntion, this juntion is reated under the top eletrodes: it arise from the
presene of the metal of the upper eletrodes, the silion nitride and the n-
doped silion of the body of the substrate (a MIS juntion), like in the ase of
the substrate IRST5-16. This juntion is not sensitive to light (Figure 5.8b)
beause it is formed under the upper eletrodes, whih, in this ase, are not
transparent to light.
Substrate IRST5-38 has a n-doped silion body, a highly p-doped implant
of silion on the top, and a highly n-doped implant of silion on the bottom.
The juntion p+n on the top side is highlighted by the measurement of
the dark urrent (Figure 5.9a). The p+n juntion on the top permits the
substrate to be sensitive to light (measurements reported in Figure 5.9b).
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Figure 5.2: Dark urrent (a) and photourrent (b) (the light wavelength is
650nm) of substrate IRST5-2.
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Figure 5.3: Dark urrent (a) and photourrent (b) (the light wavelength is
650nm) of substrate IRST5-6.
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Figure 5.4: Dark urrent (a) and photourrent (b) (the light wavelength is
650nm) of substrate IRST5-12.
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Figure 5.5: Dark urrent (a) and photourrent (b) (the light wavelength is
650nm) of substrate IRST5-16.
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Figure 5.6: Dark urrent (a) and photourrent (b) (the light wavelength is
650nm) of substrate IRST5-22.
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Figure 5.7: Dark urrent (a) and photourrent (b) (the light wavelength is
650nm) of substrate IRST5-28.
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Figure 5.8: Dark urrent (a) and photourrent (b) (the light wavelength is
650nm) of substrate IRST5-34.
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5.2 Samples with multiwalled arbon nanotubes
On substrates shown in the previous setion were grown MWCNTs by means
of the CVD tehnique. In this setion we report on the main harateristis
of samples.
5.2.1 Dark urrent and Photourrent
Measurements of dark urrents are shown in Figures 5.10a, 5.11a, 5.12a,
5.13a, 5.14a, 5.15a, 5.16a, 5.17a, 5.18a, 5.19a, 5.20a, 5.21a, 5.22a, 5.23a.
Measurements of photoresponses are shown in Figures 5.10b, 5.11b, 5.12b,
5.13b, 5.14b, 5.15b, 5.16b, 5.17b, 5.18b, 5.19b, 5.20b, 5.21b, 5.22b, 5.23b.
In the next lines we will report on the volt-amperometri haraterization
of devies with MWCNTs.
Sample IRST5-1a (measurements shown in Figures 5.10a,5.10b) exhibits
a higher dark urrent than its substrate (Figure 5.2a), and a photoresponse
similar to the substrate without nanotubes (Figure 5.2b).
Sample IRST5-5a (measurements shown in Figures 5.11a, 5.11b) exhibits
a higher dark urrent than its substrate (Figure 5.3a), and a photoresponse,
whih is absent in the substrate without nanotubes (Figure 5.3b).
Sample IRST5-11a (measurements shown in Figures 5.13a, 5.13b) exhibits
a dark urrent omparable with the substrate (Figure 5.4a), and a photore-
sponse omparable with the photoresponse of substrate without nanotubes
(Figure 5.4b).
Sample IRST5-15a (measurements shown in Figures 5.15a, 5.15b) ex-
hibits a dark urrent omparable with the substrate (Figure 5.5a), and a
photoresponse, whih is absent in the substrate without nanotubes (Figure
5.5b).
Sample IRST5-21a (measurements shown in Figures 5.18a, 5.18b) exhibits
a dark urrent lower than exhibited by the substrate (Figure 5.6a), and a
photoresponse higher then exhibited by the substrate without nanotubes
(Figure 5.6b).
Sample IRST5-27a (measurements shown in Figures 5.19a, 5.19b) exhibits
a dark urrent omparable with the substrate (Figure 5.7a), and an unstable
photoresponse, whih is absent in the substrate without nanotubes (Figure
5.7b).
Sample IRST5-33a (measurements shown in Figures 5.20a, 5.20b) exhibits
a high dark urrent, respet to the substrate (Figure 5.8a), and a photore-
sponse, whih is absent in the substrate without nanotubes (Figure 5.8b).
Sample IRST5-34a (measurements shown in Figures 5.24a, 5.24b) ex-
hibits a dark urrent omparable with the substrate (Figure 5.9a), and a
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Figure 5.9: Dark urrent (a) and photourrent (b) (the light wavelength is
650nm) of substrate IRST5-38.
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photoresponse lower than the substrate (Figure 5.9b).
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Figure 5.10: Dark urrent (a) and photourrent (b) (the light wavelength is
650nm) of Sample IRST5-1a.
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Figure 5.11: Dark urrent (a) and photourrent (b) (the light wavelength is
650nm) of Sample IRST5-5a.
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Figure 5.12: Dark urrent (a) and photourrent (b) (the light wavelength is
650nm) of Sample IRST5-5a1.
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Figure 5.13: Dark urrent (a) and photourrent (b) (the light wavelength is
650nm) of Sample IRST5-11a.
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Figure 5.14: Dark urrent (a) and photourrent (b) (the light wavelength is
650nm) of Sample IRST5-11a1.
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Figure 5.15: Dark urrent (a) and photourrent (b) (the light wavelength is
650nm) of Sample IRST5-15a.
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Figure 5.16: Dark urrent (a) and photourrent (b) (the light wavelength is
650nm) of Sample IRST5-15a1.
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Figure 5.17: Dark urrent (a) and photourrent (b) (the light wavelength is
650nm) of Sample IRST5-15b.
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Figure 5.18: Dark urrent (a) and photourrent (b) (the light wavelength is
650nm) of Sample IRST5-21a.
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Figure 5.19: Dark urrent (a) and photourrent (b) (the light wavelength is
650nm) of Sample IRST5-27a.
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Figure 5.20: Dark urrent (a) and photourrent (b) (the light wavelength is
650nm) of Sample IRST5-33a.
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Figure 5.21: Dark urrent (a) and photourrent (b) (the light wavelength is
650nm) of Sample IRST5-33a1.
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Figure 5.22: Dark urrent (a) and photourrent (b) (the light wavelength is
650nm) of Sample IRST5-33b1.
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Figure 5.23: Dark urrent (a) and photourrent (b) (the light wavelength is
650nm) of Sample IRST5-33b.
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Figure 5.24: Dark urrent (a) and photourrent (b) (the light wavelength is
650nm) of Sample IRST5-37a.
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5.2.2 Capaitane
Capaitane versus voltage measurements provide a wealth of information
about devie and material harateristis. Capaitane-voltage (C-V) testing
is widely used to determine semiondutor parameters, partiularly in Metal
Oxide Semiondutor Capaitor (MOSCAP) and Metal-Oxide-Semiondutor
Field-Eet Transistor (MOSFET) strutures. However, other types of semi-
ondutor devies and tehnologies an also be haraterized with C-V mea-
surements, inluding Bipolar Juntion Transistors (BJT), Juntion gate Field-
Eet Transistors (JFET), III-V ompound devies, photovoltai ells, Mi-
ro Eletro-Mehanial Systems (MEMS) devies, photodiodes, arbon nan-
otubes, and many others. The fundamental nature of these measurements
makes them useful in a wide range of appliations and disiplines. They are
used in the researh labs of universities and semiondutor manufaturers to
evaluate new materials, proesses, devies, and iruits. C-V measurements
are extremely important to produt and yield enhanement engineers, who
are responsible for improving proesses and devie performane. Reliability
engineers use these measurements to qualify material suppliers, monitor pro-
ess parameters, and analyze failure mehanisms. With appropriate method-
ologies, instrumentation, and software, a multitude of semiondutor devie
and material parameters an be derived. This information is used all along
the prodution hain beginning with evaluation of epitaxially grown rystals,
inluding parameters suh as average doping onentration, doping proles,
and arrier lifetimes. In wafer proesses, C-V measurements an reveal oxide
thikness, oxide harges, mobile ions (ontamination), and interfae trap den-
sity. These measurements ontinue to be used after other proess steps, suh
as lithography, ething, leaning, dieletri and polysilion depositions, and
metallization. After devies are fully fabriated on the wafer, C-V is used to
haraterize threshold voltages and other parameters during reliability and
basi devie testing and to model the performane of these devies.
We measured the apaitane of the struture shown in Figure 5.25, Sam-
ple IRST5-15b.
The MWCNTs layer shown in Figure 5.25 is one plate of the apaitor,
and silion nitride is the insulator. Sine the substrate below the insulating
layer is a semionduting material, it is not by itself the other plate of the
apaitor. In eet, the majority harge arriers beome the other plate.
Physially, apaitane, C, is determined from the variables in the following
equation:
C = A
k
d
(5.1)
where:
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Figure 5.25: Experimental setup of the measurement of apaity vs voltage.
• A is the area of the apaitor;
• k is the dieletri onstant of the insulator;
• d is the separation of the two plates.
Therefore, the larger A and k are, and the thinner the insulator is, the higher
the apaitane will be. Typially, semiondutor apaitane values range
from nanofarads to piofarads, or smaller. The proedure for taking C-V
measurements involves the appliation of DC bias voltages aross the a-
paitor while making the measurements with an AC signal (Figure 5.26).
Commonly, AC frequenies from about 10kHz to 10MHz are used for these
measurements. The bias is applied as a DC voltage sweep that drives the
photodetetor struture from its aumulation region into the depletion re-
gion, and then into inversion.
A strong DC bias auses majority arriers in the substrate to aumulate
near the insulator interfae. Sine they an't get through the insulating layer,
apaitane is at a maximum in the aumulation region as the harges stak
up near that interfae (i.e., d is at a minimum). One of the fundamental
parameters that an be derived from C-V aumulation measurements is the
silion dioxide thikness. As bias voltage is dereased, majority arriers get
pushed away from the oxide interfae and the depletion region forms. When
the bias voltage is reversed, harge arriers move the greatest distane from
the oxide layer, and apaitane is at a minimum (i.e., d is at a maximum).
From this inversion region apaitane, the number of majority arriers an
be derived. Many other parameters an be derived from the three regions
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Figure 5.26: Basi test setup for C-V measurements.
shown in Figure 5.25 as the bias voltage is swept through them. Dierent
AC signal frequenies an reveal additional details. Low frequenies reveal
what are alled quasistati harateristis, whereas high frequeny testing is
more indiative of dynami performane. Both types of C-V testing are often
required.
Figure 5.26 is the blok diagram of a basi C-V measurement setup. Be-
ause C-V measurements are atually made at AC frequenies, the apai-
tane for the devie under test (DUT) is alulated with the following:
CDUT =
IDUT
2πfVac
(5.2)
• IDUT s the magnitude of the AC urrent through the DUT;
• f is the test frequeny;
• VAC is the magnitude and phase angle of the measured AC voltage.
In other words, the test measures the AC impedane of the DUT by applying
an AC voltage and measuring the resulting AC urrent, AC voltage, and
impedane phase angle between them. These measurements take into aount
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series and parallel resistane assoiated with the apaitane, as well as the
dissipation fator (leakage).
The measurement performed on Sample IRST5-15b is shown in Figure
5.27, where it is evident the presene of the juntion between the MWCNTs
and the Silion, with a threshold at around 2V onrming whih is obtained
by the I-V measurements.
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Figure 5.27: DC bias sweep struture obtained during C-V testing.
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5.2.3 Quantum Eieny
This setion shows quantum eienies of samples that showed interest-
ing photoresponses respet to the responses of substrates. Measurements of
quantum eienies are shown in gures 5.28, 5.29, 5.30, 5.31. In partiular,
samples IRST5-15b and IRST5-33a show an interesting mehanism of harge
multipliation, probably due to the presene of the arbon nanostrutures on
the substrate.
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Figure 5.28: Quantum eieny of Sample IRST5-1a
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Figure 5.29: Quantum eienies of Samples IRST5-15a and IRST5-15b.
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Figure 5.30: Quantum eienies of Samples IRST5-33a and IRST5-33b.
5.3 Comparison with standard solid-state pho-
todetetors
In this setion we disuss the harateristis of the most interesting Samples
with MWCNTs (Samples IRST5-15a, IRST5-15b and IRST5-33a) and om-
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Figure 5.31: Quantum eieny of Sample IRST5-37a
pare them with ommerial photodetetors. Charateristis ompared are
dark urrents and quantum eienies.
Dark urrents omparison
In Figure 5.32 are shown the dark urrents, in logarithmi sale, of Samples
IRST5-15a, IRST5-15b and IRST5-33a. Also in this ase, as in the ase
of photodetetors shown in Chapter 4, Samples with the same substrate
(IRST5-15a and IRST5-15b) and the same growth parameters of MWCNTs
shown strongly dierent dark urrents. In partiular, for Sample IRST5-15a
we have, at the operating voltage (20V), a dark urrent of about 100pA, and
for Sample IRST5-15b, at the operating voltage (15V), we have a dark urrent
of about 0.01mA, whih is two orders of magnitude greater. Compared with
Samples shown in Chapter 4, the IRST prodution has showed lower dark
urrents.
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Figure 5.32: Dark urrents omparison.
Spetral response omparition
Now we ompare spetral responses of Samples with MWCNTs (Figure 5.33)
with spetral responses of standard photodiodes (Figure 5.34). As already
mentioned in setion 2.2.2 and 2.4 the spetral response of photodiodes is
expressed in spetral responsivity.
Figure 5.34 shows measured spetral dependene of various kinds of om-
merial photodiodes expressed in spetral responsivity. For ordinary photo-
diodes, the ut-o wavelength on the short wavelength side is 320nm, whereas
it is 190nm for UV-enhaned Si photodiodes. In the ase of silion at room
temperature, the band gap energy is 1.12eV, so the ut-o wavelength in
the IR region is 1100nm. The BQ type uses a quartz window, the BK type
a borosiliate glass window, and the BR type a resin-oated window. The
S9219 is a Si photodiode with a visual-sensitive ompensation lter.
With the IRST prodution were ahieved surprising results in terms of
spetral responses. Infat, as reported in Setion 5.2.3, some samples with
MWCNTs showed internal mehanisms of ampliation in the spetral range
from 450 to 1000 nm. Unfortunately a theoretial interpretation has not
yet been found to justify this surprising phenomenon. It should also be
noted that in terms of response in the ultraviolet region, these samples are
omparable to the ommerial photodiodes, unlike those reported in Chapter
4.
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Figure 5.33: Spetral response of Samples with arbon nanostrutures. The
blak solid line is the quantum eieny at 100%.
Figure 5.34: Typial spetral response of ommerial silion photodiodes. The
dashed blak line is the quantum eieny at 100%. (From Hamammatsu
atalog).
Conlusions
The purpose of this PhD thesis has been the development of a new solid-
state photodetetor based on the use of arbon nanotubes grown on doped
silion substrates. CNT lms an be easily grown on large area reating a
large photoathode with unique and preious harateristis: low ost, high
quantum eieny, high linearity, and stable at room temperature.
It has been demonstrated that the heterojuntion reated between a lm
of arbon nanotubes and silion generates a light sensitive detetor with
good quantum eieny in the visible range. In fat the CNT layer absorbs
photons produing eletron-hole pairs that an be separated by the CNT lm
and the eletrial eld inside the depletion zone of the heterojuntion. The
harge produes a photourrent drained out by the applied voltage.
The CNT layer have been overed by an eletrially ondutive layer to
avoid the nanotube detahment from the silion substrate and uniformly
transmit the eletri eld to the entire ative surfae.
It was found that dark urrent measurements are well explained by as-
suming that the harge transport is ontrolled by tunneling between arbon
nanostrutures and silion. Starting from this observation, a rst model has
been proposed. In order to simulate the devies behavior, we started with an
equivalent iruit: one the parameter values are xed we are able to repro-
due the urrent-voltage harateristis, both in dark onditions and under
illumination for dierent light intensities.
After the haraterization and the study of samples shown in Chapter 4, a
series of substrates have been made, some with internal juntions in the order
to obtain an internal ampliation. The surprising result of this researh has
been that substrates with internal juntions and overed with CNTs do not
showed mehanisms of internal harge multipliation, but simple substrates
and without internal juntions have shown mehanisms of harge multipli-
ation. This phenomenon probably is due to the presene of the lm of
CNTs. In this senario the main problem has been the reproduibility of
the phenomenon of harge multipliation, beause samples with the same
substrate and growth parameters of CNTs showed very dierent harateris-
tis. At present, from the theoretial point of view, a serious study has not
been done, but this disovery ould open the door to a new generation of
photodetetors.
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